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Quantum effects (loops):

Anomalous magnetic moment: 
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Muon g-2: experiment vs theory
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David Hertzog for E989 @ INT g-2 workshop

Analysis of data from run 1 
is underway. Expect public 
release in 2020. 

Muon g-2: experiment
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T. Mibe for E34 @ INT g-2 workshop

• 2018:  
Stage II approval by IPNS 
and IMSS directors. 

• March 2019:  
Endorsed by KEK-SAC as a 
near-term priority  

• 2020: 
Funding request 

• 2024-2026: 
data taking runs

Muon g-2: experiment
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Thermal muonium
production,
Ionization laser

Muon storage
magnet(3 T)

MLF muon experimental
facility (H-line)

Positron tracking
detector

Proton beam (3 GeV)

Surface muon (4 MeV)

Ultra-slow muon (25 meV)

Reaccelerated muon(212 MeV)

3D spiral injection
Muon LINAC

Muon g-2/EDM
experiment
at J-PARC

Features:
• Low emittance muon beam (1/1000)
• No strong focusing (1/1000) & good injection eff. (x10)
• Compact storage ring (1/20) 
• Tracking detector with large acceptance
• Completely different from BNL/FNAL method
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Muon g-2: experiment vs theory
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FNAL E989 + J-PARC E34 coordinated effort: 
Muon g-2 Theory Initiative
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Muon g-2: experiment vs theory
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2 × (EW contribution) ~

Δaμ ∼ 6σ

Without theory 
improvements: 

Δaμ > 10σ

With theory 
improvements: 

plot by Mark Lancaster
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Maximize the impact of the Fermilab and J-PARC experiments  
➠ quantify and reduce the theoretical uncertainties on the hadronic 
corrections 

summarize the theory status and assess reliability of uncertainty estimates 

organize workshops to bring the different communities together: 
First plenary workshop @ Fermilab: 3-6 June 2017  
HVP workshop @ KEK: 12-14 February 2018  
HLbL workshop @ U Connecticut: 12-14 March 2018  
Second plenary workshop @ HIM (Mainz): 18-22 June 2018 
Third plenary workshop @ INT (Seattle): 9-13 September 2019 
Fourth plenary workshop @ KEK: (1-5 June 2020) postponed to 2021   
  

White Paper posted 10 June 2020: [T. Aoyama et al, arXiv:2006.04822] 
132 authors, 82 institutions, 21 countries

Muon g-2 Theory Initiative
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https://indico.fnal.gov/event/13795/
http://www-conf.kek.jp/muonHVPws/index.html
https://indico.phys.uconn.edu/event/1/
http://www.apple.com
https://sites.google.com/uw.edu/int/programs/upcoming-programs
https://www-conf.kek.jp/muong-2theory/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.04822
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First workshop
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took place near Fermilab, 3-6 June 2017: 

66 registered participants, 40 talks, 15 discussion sessions (525 minutes)

Search

In the coming years, experiments at Fermilab and at J-PARC plan to reduce the uncertainties on 
the already very precisely measured anomalous magnetic moment of the muon by a factor of 
four. The goal is to resolve the current tantalizing tension between theory and experiment of 
three to four standard deviations.  On the theory side the hadronic corrections to the 
anomalous magnetic moment are the dominant sources of uncertainty. They must be 
determined with better precision in order to unambiguously discover whether or not new 
physics effects contribute to this quantity.

There are a number of complementary theoretical efforts underway to better understand and 
quantify the hadronic corrections, including dispersive methods, lattice QCD, effective field 
theories, and QCD models. We have formed a new theory initiative to facilitate interactions 
between the different groups through organizing a series of workshops. The goal of this first 
workshop is to bring together theorists from the different communities to discuss, assess, and 
compare the status of the various efforts, and to map out strategies for obtaining the best 
theoretical predictions for these hadronic corrections in advance of the experimental results.

All sessions in this workshop will be plenary, featuring a mix of talks and discussions.

Dates: from June 3, 2017 08:00 to June 6, 2017 18:00
Timezone: US/Central
Location: Q Center

Room: D L1 69 (The L1 denotes that the meeting room is on the Lower Level 1
floor)

Chairs: Dr. Van de Water, Ruth
Dr. Lehner, Christoph
Prof. Roberts, Bradley Lee
Prof. El-Khadra, Aida
Dr. Izubuchi, Taku

Additional
info:

First Workshop of the Muon g-2 Theory Initiative

3-6 June 2017 Q Center
US/Central timezone

US/Central English LoginiCal export More

Sponsors

Committees

Timetable

Registration

List of registrants

List of confirmed speakers

workshop photos

Accommodations

Wilson Hall

Visa Information

Registration Form

 Powered by Indico
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73 participants, 5 days of talks and discussion sessions

9-13 September 2019
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/21626/

INT workshop: Hadronic contributions to   
Third Plenary Meeting of the Muon g-2 Theory Initiative
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Calame, M. Cè, G. Colangelo, F. Curciarello, H. Czyż, I. Danilkin, M. Davier, C. T. H. Davies, M. Della 
Morte, S. I. Eidelman, A. X. El-Khadra, A. Gérardin, D. Giusti, M. Golterman, S. Gottlieb, V. Gülpers, 
F. Hagelstein, M. Hayakawa, G. Herdoíza, D. W. Hertzog, A. Hoecker, M. Hoferichter, B.-L. Hoid, R. J. 
Hudspith, F. Ignatov, T. Izubuchi, F. Jegerlehner, L. Jin, A. Keshavarzi, T. Kinoshita, B. Kubis, A. 
Kupich, A. Kupść, L. Laub, C. Lehner, L. Lellouch, I. Logashenko, B. Malaescu, K. Maltman, M. K. 
Marinković, P. Masjuan, A. S. Meyer, H. B. Meyer, T. Mibe, K. Miura, S. E. Müller, M. Nio, D. Nomura, 
A. Nyffeler, V. Pascalutsa, M. Passera, E. Perez del Rio, S. Peris, A. Portelli, M. Procura, C. F. Redmer, 
B. L. Roberts, P. Sánchez-Puertas, S. Serednyakov, B. Shwartz, S. Simula, D. Stöckinger, H. 
Stöckinger-Kim, P. Stoffer, T. Teubner, R. Van de Water, M. Vanderhaeghen, G. Venanzoni, G. von 
Hippel, H. Wittig, Z. Zhang, M. N. Achasov, A. Bashir, N. Cardoso, B. Chakraborty, E.-H. Chao, J. 
Charles, A. Crivellin, O. Deineka, A. Denig, C. DeTar, C. A. Dominguez, A. E. Dorokhov, V. P. 
Druzhinin, G. Eichmann, M. Fael, C. S. Fischer, E. Gámiz, Z. Gelzer, J. R. Green, S. Guellati-Khelifa, D. 
Hatton, N. Hermansson-Truedsson, S. Holz, B. Hörz, M. Knecht, J. Koponen, A. S. Kronfeld, J. Laiho, 
S. Leupold, P. B. Mackenzie, W. J. Marciano, C. McNeile, D. Mohler, J. Monnard, E. T. Neil, A. V. 
Nesterenko, K. Ottnad, V. Pauk, A. E. Radzhabov, E. de Rafael, K. Raya, A. Risch, A. Rodríguez-
Sanchez, P. Roig, T. San José, E. P. Solodov, R. Sugar, K. Yu. Todyshev, A. Vainshtein, A. Vaquero 
Avilés-Casco, E. Weil, J. Wilhelm, R. Williams, A. S. Zhevlakov 

WP authors: 
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Muon g-2 Theory Initiative
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Section 2: Data-driven evaluations of HVP  
M. Benayoun, C. M. Carloni Calame, H. Czyz, M. Davier, S. I. Eidelman, M. Hoferichter, F. 
Jegerlehner, A. Keshavarzi, B. Malaescu, D. Nomura, M. Passera, T. Teubner, G. Venanzoni, Z. Zhang 

Section 3: Lattice QCD calculations of HVP  
T. Blum, M. Bruno, M. Ce, C. T. H. Davies, M. Della Morte, A. X. El-Khadra, D. Giusti, Steven 
Gottlieb, V. Guelpers, G. Herdoiza, T. Izubuchi, C. Lehner, L. Lellouch, M. K. Marinkovic, A. S. Meyer, 
K. Miura, A. Portelli, S. Simula, R. Van de Water, G. von Hippel, H. Wittig 

Section 4: Data-driven and dispersive approach to HLbL  
J. Bijnens, G. Colangelo, F. Curciarello, H. Czyz, I. Danilkin, F. Hagelstein, M. Hoferichter, B. Kubis, 
A. Kupsc, A. Nyffeler, V. Pascalutsa, E. Perez del Rio, M. Procura, C. F. Redmer, P. Sanchez-Puertas, P. 
Stoffer, M. Vanderhaeghen  
Section 5: Lattice approaches to HLbL  
N. Asmussen, T. Blum, A. Gerardin, M. Hayakawa, R. J. Hudspith, T. Izubuchi, L. Jin, C. Lehner, H. B. 
Meyer, A. Nyffeler 

Section 6: The QED contributions to ! :  
T. Aoyama, T. Kinoshita, M. Nio 

Section 7: The electroweak contributions to ! :  
D. Stoeckinger, H. Stoeckinger-Kim

aμ

aμ

WP section authors: 
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Martin Hoferichter (Bern) 

Christoph Lehner (Regensburg University & BNL)  

Tsutomu Mibe (KEK)  J-PARC E34 experiment 

Andreas Nyffeler (Mainz)  

Lee Roberts (Boston)   Fermilab E989 experiment 

Thomas Teubner (Liverpool) 
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Steering Committee/Editorial Board: 
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Lepton g-2: SM contributions
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a` = a`(QED) + a`(EW) + a`(hadronic)
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Complete 5th-order calculation yields: 

[T. Aoyma et al, 2012, 2019, Laporta 2017,…] 
  

uncertainty dominated by !  contributions𝒪(α6)

aQED
µ (↵(Cs)) = 116 584 718.931 (104)⇥ 10�11
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Question: is there a uniform definition of ↵, ↵(MZ), GF or Gµ, sW,
etc in the report? How about specifying numerical input values for these
quantities? Here or somewhere else in the report, or unnecessary? (Here we
only need GF ,MW,Z and ↵)
Question: citation policy? We have not included citations here for “ancient”
one-loop calculations from 1972, but if desired or necessary for consistency
with other chapters we could include them.

1 The electroweak contribution to aµ

In this section we describe the electroweak (EW) SM contributions to aµ.
These contributions are defined as all SM contributions which are not con-
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Question: is there a uniform definition of ↵, ↵(MZ), GF or Gµ, sW,
etc in the report? How about specifying numerical input values for these
quantities? Here or somewhere else in the report, or unnecessary? (Here we
only need GF ,MW,Z and ↵)
Question: citation policy? We have not included citations here for “ancient”
one-loop calculations from 1972, but if desired or necessary for consistency
with other chapters we could include them.
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1

Complete 2nd-order calculation yields: 

[Gnendiger et al, 2013] 
  

uncertainty dominated by hadronic loops. 

aEW
µ = 153.6 (1.0)⇥ 10�11
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Lepton g-2: SM contributions

!16

a` = a`(QED) + a`(EW) + a`(hadronic)
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The complete hadronic contributions are written as:   

Lepton g-2: SM contributions

!17

a` = a`(QED) + a`(EW) + a`(hadronic)
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leading hadronic

α2 α3

a`(hadronic) = aHVP,LO
` + aHVP,NLO

` + aHVP,NNLO
`

+ aHLbL
` + aHLbL,NLO

`
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Hadronic vacuum polarization

!18

⇧̂(q2) = ⇧(q2)�⇧(0)

⇧µ⌫ =

Z
d4xeiqxhjµ(x)j⌫(0)i = (qµq⌫ � q2gµ⌫)⇧(q

2)

Leading order HVP correction: 

• Use optical theorem and dispersion relation to rewrite the 
integral in terms of the hadronic "  cross section:  e+e−

aHVP,LO
µ =

m2
µ

12⇡3

Z
ds

K̂(s)

s
�exp(s)

aHVP,LO
µ =

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z

dq2!(q2) ⇧̂(q2)
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Hadronic vacuum polarization

!18

⇧̂(q2) = ⇧(q2)�⇧(0)

⇧µ⌫ =

Z
d4xeiqxhjµ(x)j⌫(0)i = (qµq⌫ � q2gµ⌫)⇧(q

2)

Leading order HVP correction: 

• Use optical theorem and dispersion relation to rewrite the 
integral in terms of the hadronic "  cross section:  e+e−

aHVP,LO
µ =

m2
µ

12⇡3

Z
ds

K̂(s)

s
�exp(s)

aHVP,LO
µ =

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z

dq2!(q2) ⇧̂(q2)

Dominant contributions from low energies 
�  channel: 73% of total π+π− aHVP,LO

µ
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Experimental Inputs to HVP

!19

08.02.2018 HVP_2018 6 

 e+e-  facilities involved in HVP measurement  

KLOE SND CMD-3 

HVP measurements 

BaBar 

BNL-821 

BELLE-II 

BES-III 

KEDR 

S. Serednyakov (for SND) @ HVP KEK workshop

FNAL E989

J-PARC g-2/EDM 
E-34
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Target: ~0.2% total error 
Dispersion relation + experimental data for                           (and �  data) 
• current uncertainty ~0.5% 

•can be improved with more precise experimental data  
•new experimental measurements expected/ongoing at BaBar, BES-III, 

Belle-II, CMD-3, SND, KEDR, KLOE,…. 
Challenges:  
• below ~2 GeV:  sum > 30 exclusive channels: ! , ! , ! , ! , ! , ! , 
! , ! , " ,…. (use isospin relations for missing channels) 

• above ~1.8 GeV:  
inclusive, pQCD (away from flavor thresholds)  
+ narrow resonances (! , " ,..)  

• Combine data from different experiments/measurements:  
understanding correlations, sources of sys. error, tensions… 

• include FS radiative corrections

τ

2π 3π 4π 5π 6π 2K
2Kπ 2K2π ηπ

J/ψ Υ

Hadronic vacuum polarization

!20
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Hadronic vacuum polarization

Zhiqing Zhang (LAL, Orsay) /15+12The muon g-2 theory initiatives, Seattle, Sept 9-13, 2019
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Davier-Hoecker-Malaescu-Zhang, 2019

Summary

!15

❒ A few new measurements/updates included 

❒ The fit based on analyticity and unitarity improves the precision by ~50%  
    for energy range below 0.6 GeV 

❒ The large discrepancy between BABAR and KLOE in the π+π- channel is 
not covered by the usual uncertainty estimation (even when local error 
inflation is applied), we quote this discrepancy as an additional 
(dominant) uncertainty in our new evaluation 

❒ We need more precise and                                                          
independent measurements                                                                    
to resolve the discrepancy

355 360 365 370 375 380 385

 ]10− 10× 0.9 GeV)  [ −, 0.6 −π+π (µa

CMD-2
 3.0±372.4 

SND
 5.0±371.7 

BABAR
 2.7±376.7 

BESIII
 4.2±368.2 

KLOE
 2.1±366.9 

CLEO
 6.3±376.9 

SM
 p

re
di

ct
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ns

[M. Davier et al, arXiv:1908.00921] 

Z. Zhang for DHMZ @ INT g-2 workshop:

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1908.00921
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➙

Overall Results

!13

Essentially all 
exclusive 
channels (>30) 
below 1.8 GeV 
are included 
thanks mainly to  
measurements 
in many modes 
from BABAR 
(including the 
recent π+π-3π0) 

Estimation for 
missing modes 
based on isospin 
constraints 
becomes 
negligible 
(0.016%)

Channel ahad, LO
µ [10�10] �↵(m2

Z)[10�4]
⇡0� 4.29± 0.06± 0.04± 0.07 0.35± 0.00± 0.00± 0.01
⌘� 0.65± 0.02± 0.01± 0.01 0.08± 0.00± 0.00± 0.00
⇡+⇡� 507.80± 0.83± 3.19± 0.60 34.49± 0.06± 0.20± 0.04
⇡+⇡�⇡0 46.20± 0.40± 1.10± 0.86 4.60± 0.04± 0.11± 0.08
2⇡+2⇡� 13.68± 0.03± 0.27± 0.14 3.58± 0.01± 0.07± 0.03
⇡+⇡�2⇡0 18.03± 0.06± 0.48± 0.26 4.45± 0.02± 0.12± 0.07
2⇡+2⇡�⇡0 (⌘ excl.) 0.69± 0.04± 0.06± 0.03 0.21± 0.01± 0.02± 0.01
⇡+⇡�3⇡0 (⌘ excl.) 0.49± 0.03± 0.09± 0.00 0.15± 0.01± 0.03± 0.00
3⇡+3⇡� 0.11± 0.00± 0.01± 0.00 0.04± 0.00± 0.00± 0.00
2⇡+2⇡�2⇡0 (⌘ excl.) 0.71± 0.06± 0.07± 0.14 0.25± 0.02± 0.02± 0.05
⇡+⇡�4⇡0 (⌘ excl., isospin) 0.08± 0.01± 0.08± 0.00 0.03± 0.00± 0.03± 0.00
⌘⇡+⇡� 1.19± 0.02± 0.04± 0.02 0.35± 0.01± 0.01± 0.01
⌘! 0.35± 0.01± 0.02± 0.01 0.11± 0.00± 0.01± 0.00
⌘⇡+⇡�⇡0(non-!,�) 0.34± 0.03± 0.03± 0.04 0.12± 0.01± 0.01± 0.01
⌘2⇡+2⇡� 0.02± 0.01± 0.00± 0.00 0.01± 0.00± 0.00± 0.00
!⌘⇡0 0.06± 0.01± 0.01± 0.00 0.02± 0.00± 0.00± 0.00
!⇡0 (! ! ⇡0�) 0.94± 0.01± 0.03± 0.00 0.20± 0.00± 0.01± 0.00
!(⇡⇡)0 (! ! ⇡0�) 0.07± 0.00± 0.00± 0.00 0.02± 0.00± 0.00± 0.00
! (non-3⇡,⇡�, ⌘�) 0.04± 0.00± 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00± 0.00± 0.00
K+K� 23.08± 0.20± 0.33± 0.21 3.35± 0.03± 0.05± 0.03
KSKL 12.82± 0.06± 0.18± 0.15 1.74± 0.01± 0.03± 0.02
� (non-KK, 3⇡,⇡�, ⌘�) 0.05± 0.00± 0.00± 0.00 0.01± 0.00± 0.00± 0.00
KK⇡ 2.45± 0.05± 0.10± 0.06 0.78± 0.02± 0.03± 0.02
KK2⇡ 0.85± 0.02± 0.05± 0.01 0.30± 0.01± 0.02± 0.00
KK3⇡ (estimate) �0.02± 0.01± 0.01± 0.00 �0.01± 0.00± 0.00± 0.00
⌘� 0.33± 0.01± 0.01± 0.00 0.11± 0.00± 0.00± 0.00
⌘KK (non-�) 0.01± 0.01± 0.01± 0.00 0.00± 0.00± 0.01± 0.00
!KK (! ! ⇡0�) 0.01± 0.00± 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00± 0.00± 0.00
!3⇡ (! ! ⇡0�) 0.06± 0.01± 0.01± 0.01 0.02± 0.00± 0.00± 0.00
7⇡ (3⇡+3⇡�⇡0 + estimate) 0.02± 0.00± 0.01± 0.00 0.01± 0.00± 0.00± 0.00
J/ (BW integral) 6.28± 0.07 7.09± 0.08
 (2S) (BW integral) 1.57± 0.03 2.50± 0.04
R data [3.7� 5.0] GeV 7.29± 0.05± 0.30± 0.00 15.79± 0.12± 0.66± 0.00
RQCD [1.8� 3.7 GeV]uds 33.45± 0.28± 0.65dual 24.27± 0.18± 0.28dual
RQCD [5.0� 9.3 GeV]udsc 6.86± 0.04 34.89± 0.17
RQCD [9.3� 12.0 GeV]udscb 1.21± 0.01 15.56± 0.04
RQCD [12.0� 40.0 GeV]udscb 1.64± 0.00 77.94± 0.12
RQCD [> 40.0 GeV]udscb 0.16± 0.00 42.70± 0.06
RQCD [> 40.0 GeV]t 0.00± 0.00 �0.72± 0.01
Sum 693.9± 1.0± 3.4± 1.6± 0.1 ± 0.7QCD 275.42± 0.15± 0.72± 0.23± 0.09 ± 0.55QCD
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Z. Zhang for DHMZ @ INT g-2 workshop:

Hadronic vacuum polarization

[M. Davier et al, arXiv:1908.00921] 

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1908.00921
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Hadronic vacuum polarization

[A. Keshavarzi et al, arXiv:1802.02995] 
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Figure 20: Pie charts showing the fractional contributions to the total mean value (left pie chart) and

(error)2 (right pie chart) of both ahad,LOVP
µ (upper panel) and �↵(5)

had
(M2

Z) (lower panel) from various

energy intervals. The energy intervals for ahad,LOVP
µ are defined by the boundaries m⇡, 0.6, 0.9, 1.43,

2.0 and 1 GeV. For �↵(5)

had
(M2

Z), the intervals are defined by the energy boundaries m⇡, 0.6, 0.9, 1.43,
2.0, 4.0, 11.2 and 1 GeV. In both cases, the (error)2 includes all experimental uncertainties (including
all available correlations) and local �2

min
/d.o.f. inflation. The fractional contribution to the (error)2 from

the radiative correction uncertainties are shown in black and indicated by ‘rad.’.

analysis is

ahad,LOVP

µ = (693.26± 1.19stat ± 2.01sys ± 0.22vp ± 0.71fsr)⇥ 10�10

= (693.26± 2.46tot)⇥ 10�10 , (3.28)

where the uncertainties include all available correlations and local �2 inflation as discussed in
Section 2.2.2. Using the same data compilation as described for the calculation of ahad,LOVP

µ ,

the next-to-leading order (NLO) contribution to ahad,VP
µ is determined here to be

ahad,NLOVP

µ = (�9.82± 0.02stat ± 0.03sys ± 0.01vp ± 0.02fsr)⇥ 10�10

= (�9.82± 0.04tot)⇥ 10�10 . (3.29)
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3 Fit results and contribution to (g � 2)µ

Result for aHVP,⇡⇡µ below 1 GeV

485 490 495 500 505

1010
⇥ a⇡⇡

µ |1 GeV

All e+e�, NA7

All e+e�

Energy scan

KLOE00

BaBar

CMD-2

SND
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Hadronic vacuum polarization

P. Stoffer @ INT g-2 workshop:

[CHS, G. Colangelo et al, arXiv:1810.00007] 
• unitarity and analyticity: 
➠ relation between pion form 
factor and !  scattering  

• global fit function 
• test of direct integration 

methods 
• also yields better determinations 

of P-wave phase shift and pion 
charge radius

ππ

Similar analysis also for !  channel  
[HHKS, Hoferichter et al, arXiv:1907.01556] 

πππ

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1810.00007
https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.01556
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BDJ19 DHMZ19 FJ17 KNT19
aHVP, LO
µ ⇥ 1010 687.1(3.0) 694.0(4.0) 688.1(4.1) 692.8(2.4)

Table 4: Full evaluations of aHVP, LO
µ from FJ17 [27], DHMZ19 [6], KNT19 [7], and BDJ19 [235]. The uncertainty in DHMZ19 includes an

additional systematic uncertainty to account for the tension between KLOE and BABAR.

DHMZ19 KNT19 Di↵erence

⇡+⇡� 507.85(0.83)(3.23)(0.55) 504.23(1.90) 3.62
⇡+⇡�⇡0 46.21(0.40)(1.10)(0.86) 46.63(94) �0.42
⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� 13.68(0.03)(0.27)(0.14) 13.99(19) �0.31
⇡+⇡�⇡0⇡0 18.03(0.06)(0.48)(0.26) 18.15(74) �0.12

K+K� 23.08(0.20)(0.33)(0.21) 23.00(22) 0.08
KS KL 12.82(0.06)(0.18)(0.15) 13.04(19) �0.22
⇡0� 4.41(0.06)(0.04)(0.07) 4.58(10) �0.17

Sum of the above 626.08(0.95)(3.48)(1.47) 623.62(2.27) 2.46

[1.8, 3.7] GeV (without cc̄) 33.45(71) 34.45(56) �1.00
J/ ,  (2S ) 7.76(12) 7.84(19) �0.08

[3.7,1) GeV 17.15(31) 16.95(19) 0.20

Total aHVP, LO
µ 694.0(1.0)(3.5)(1.6)(0.1) (0.7)DV+QCD 692.8(2.4) 1.2

Table 5: Selected exclusive-mode contributions to aHVP, LO
µ from DHMZ19 and KNT19, for the energy range  1.8 GeV, in units of 10�10. Where

three (or more) uncertainties are given for DHMZ19, the first is statistical, the second channel-specific systematic, and the third common systematic,
which is correlated with at least one other channel. For the ⇡+⇡� channel, the uncertainty accounting for the tension between BABAR and KLOE
(amounting to 2.76 ⇥ 10�10) is included in the channel-specific systematic.

2.3.5. Comparison of dispersive HVP evaluations
The di↵erent evaluations described in the previous sections all rely on data for e+e� ! hadrons, but di↵er in

the treatment of the data as well as the assumptions made on the functional form of the cross section. In short,
the evaluations from Sec. 2.3.1 (DHMZ19) and Sec. 2.3.2 (KNT19) directly use the bare cross section, the one
from Sec. 2.3.3 (FJ17) assumes in addition a Breit–Wigner form for some of the resonances, and the evaluation
from Sec. 2.3.3 (BDJ19) relies on a hidden-local-symmetry (HLS) model. For certain channels, most notably 2⇡ and
3⇡, constraints from analyticity and unitarity define a global fit function or optimal bounds that can be used in the
dispersion integral to integrate the data, see Sec. 2.3.4 (ACD18 and CHS18 for 2⇡). In this section, we compare the
di↵erent evaluations and comment on possible origins of the most notable di↵erences in the numerical results.

Table 4 shows the results of recent global evaluations. We start with a more detailed comparison of DHMZ19
and KNT19. At first sight, both evaluation appear in very good agreement, but the comparison in the individual
channels, see Table 5, shows significant di↵erences, most notably in the 2⇡ channel, which di↵ers at the level of
the final uncertainty. For the 3⇡ channel, both analyses are now in good agreement, between each other as well as
with a fit using analyticity and unitarity constraints [5], which produces 46.2(8) ⇥ 10�10, see Eq. (2.30). Previous
tensions could be traced back to di↵erent interpolating functions [5, 268, 269]: since the data is relatively scarce
o↵-peak in the ! region (and similarly, to a lesser extent, for the �), while the cross section is still sizable, a linear
interpolation overestimates the integral. Both DHMZ19 and KNT19 analyses include evaluations of the threshold
region of the 2⇡ channel, either using ChPT or dispersive fits, as well as, going back to Ref. [208], estimates for the
threshold regions of ⇡0� and 3⇡ below the lowest data points, based on the chiral anomaly for the normalization and !
dominance for the energy dependence (following Ref. [270] for ⇡0� and Refs. [271, 272] for 3⇡). The corresponding
estimates, 0.12(1) ⇥ 10�10 for ⇡0� and 0.01 ⇥ 10�10 for 3⇡, agree well with recent dispersive analyses, which lead
to 0.13 ⇥ 10�10 [273] and 0.02 ⇥ 10�10 [5], respectively.17 Finally, a di↵erence of about 1.0 ⇥ 10�10 arises from the
energy region [1.8, 3.7] GeV depending on whether data (KNT19) or pQCD (DHMZ19) is used. Summing up these

17Since the 3⇡ threshold contribution is very small, it does not matter for aµ that in this case ! dominance from Refs. [271, 272] noticeably
underestimates the cross section.
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Hadronic vacuum polarization

Detailed comparisons by-channel and energy range between 
direct integration results: 

+ evaluations using unitarity & analyticity constraints for !  and !  channels 
    [CHS 2018, HHKS 2019]

ππ πππ
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Hadronic vacuum polarization

Conservative merging procedure  
[B. Malaescu @ INT g-2 workshop] 
to obtain a realistic assessment of the underlying 
uncertainties: 

• account for differences in results from the same 
experimental inputs 

• include correlations between systematic errors 

➠ !aHVP,LO
μ = 693.1 (4.0) × 10−10
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Hadronic vacuum polarization

➠ !   [based on KNT 2019]  

    ➠ !   [Kurz et al, arXiv:1403.6400]  

aHVP,NLO
μ = − 9.83(7) × 10−10

aHVP,NNLO
μ = 1.24(1) × 10−10

NLO and N2LO HVP contributions

(a) (b) (c)

+ ….
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adjustable parameters 
  

lattice spacing:  
  

finite volume, time:  
   

quark masses (mf): 
  tune using hadron masses 
  extrapolations/interpolations

!29

Lattice QCD Introduction

L 

a 

x 

discrete Euclidean space-time (spacing a) 
derivatives ➙ difference operators, etc…  
  

finite spatial volume (L) 
  

finite time extent (T) 

LQCD =
X

f

 ̄f (D/+mf ) f +
1

4
trFµ⌫F

µ⌫

a ➙ 0

L ➙ ∞, T > L

MH,lat = MH,exp

mf ➙ mf,phys mud ms mc mb
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adjustable parameters 
  

lattice spacing:  
  

finite volume, time:  
   

quark masses (mf): 
  tune using hadron masses 
  extrapolations/interpolations

!29

Lattice QCD Introduction

L 

a 

x 

discrete Euclidean space-time (spacing a) 
derivatives ➙ difference operators, etc…  
  

finite spatial volume (L) 
  

finite time extent (T) 

LQCD =
X

f

 ̄f (D/+mf ) f +
1

4
trFµ⌫F

µ⌫

a ➙ 0

L ➙ ∞, T > L

MH,lat = MH,exp

mf ➙ mf,phys mud ms mc mb

Integrals are evaluated 
numerically using monte 
carlo methods. 
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Lattice QCD calculations of simple quantities (with at most one stable 
meson in initial/final state) that quantitatively account for all systematic  
effects (discretization, finite volume, renormalization,…) , in some cases 
with  

• sub percent precision.   
•  total errors that are commensurate (or smaller) than corresponding 

experimental uncertainties. 
Scope of LQCD calculations is increasing due to continual development of 
new methods:  

• nucleons and other baryons    
• nonleptonic decays (                , …) 
• resonances, scattering, long-distance effects, …  
• QED effects  
• radiative decay rates …

!30

The State of the Art

L 

a 

x Lattice QCD Introduction

K ! ⇡⇡
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Lattice QCD Introduction

!31

The State of the Art

L 

a 

x 

fK+/f⇡+
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small errors due to 
✦ physical light quark masses 
✦ improved light-quark actions 
✦ NPR or no renormalization

s̄

u

W
µ+

⌫µ
K+

[S. Aoki et al, FLAG-4 review, arXiv:1902.08191]

0.16%

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1902.08191
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Calculate !  in Lattice QCD:  

  

• Separate into connected for each quark flavor + disconnected contributions 
 (gluon and sea-quark background not shown in diagrams) 
 Note: almost always !     
 
 
      

• need to add QED and strong isospin breaking (!  ) corrections: 
 
 
 
- either perturbatively on isospin symmetric QCD background  
- or by using QCD + QED ensembles with  !

aHVP
μ

mu = md

∼ mu − md

mu ≠ md

Lattice HVP: Introduction

!32

+ …

X

f
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+ f f’ f= ud, s, c, b

aHLO
µ ⌘ aHVP,LO

µ =
X

f

aHVP,LO
µ,f + aHVP,LO

µ,disc
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Leading order HVP correction: 

• Calculate  !  in Lattice QCD:  
  

✦ Time-momentum representation:  
reorder the integrations with  
 
 
 
  

 

 

aHLO
μ

[Bernecker & Meyer, EPJ 12]

G(t) =
1

3

X

i,x

hji(x, t) ji(0, 0)i
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• Need to extend G(t) for !  
using spectral representation 

• noise reduction methods to 
control growth of statistical 
errors at large t needed for 
light-quark contribution

t > T
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FIG. 1: Integrand of Eq. (1) in the time-momentum representation for the connected light, strange
and charm contributions. Left: ensemble D200 with a pion mass of 200 MeV. Right: ensemble
E250 at the physical pion mass. For better visibility, the strange and charm contributions have
been scaled by a factor six. The displayed discretization is the local-local one for the light and
strange contributions, and the local-conserved one for the charm. The muon mass is the f⇡ rescaled
one for the light integrand and the physical one for the strange and charm integrands.

A. The quark-connected contributions

The integrand of Eq. (1) for the connected light, strange and charm contributions is
displayed in Fig. 1 for our two ensembles with quark masses closest to their physical values.
The left (right) panel corresponds to a pion mass of about 200MeV (131MeV). The light
contribution is clearly very dominant; note that the charm and strange contributions have
been scaled by a factor of six for better visibility. On a given ensemble, the integrand
peaks at increasingly longer distances as one goes from the charm to the strange to the light
quarks, and the tail becomes more extended. At the same time, the statistical precision
deteriorates. Comparing the left to the right panel, it is clear that the light contribution
becomes harder to determine with the desired precision as the physical quark masses are
approached. Nevertheless, these plots by themselves do not fully reflect all the known
constraints on the TMR correlator, which is well known to be given by a sum of decaying
exponentials with positive coe�cients, as discussed in section II E.

Having described the state-of-the-art methods to handle the tail of the correlation func-
tion in section II E, we now describe how we applied these methods to our data. For the
strange and charm quark contributions, the TMR correlator is determined so accurately that
practically no particular treatment of the tail is needed. We apply the bounding method,
Eq. 14 with N = 0, and obtain the results given in Table IV.

As for the connected contribution of the light quarks, our choice for the final analysis is
again the bounding method on all ensembles; the only exception is the physical-pion-mass
ensemble E250, to which we return below. In applying Eq. (14), we employ the expression
containing the e↵ective mass as a lower bound, and use as an estimate for the lowest-lying
energy level in the channel the energy obtained by a one-exponential fit to the tail of the
TMR correlator. On ensemble D200, on which the ground state lies clearly below the ⇢ mass
and has a relatively weak coupling to the vector current, we use the auxiliary spectroscopy
calculation to determine its energy. We find it to be close to, but slightly below the value

aHLO
µ =

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z

dq2 !(q2) ⇧̂(q2)
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aHLO
µ =

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z

dt !̃(t)G(t)
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[A. Gerardin et al, 
PRD 2019]

Lattice HVP: Introduction

https://arxiv.org/ct?url=https://dx.doi.org/10.1140%252Fepja%252Fi2011-11148-6&v=fb2111f5
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.100.014510
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Target: < 0.5% total error  

Challenges:   
✓needs ensembles with (light sea) quark masses at their physical values  
✓ finite volume corrections, continuum extrapolation:  
    guided by EFT 

• include QED and strong isospin breaking corrections (mu ≠ md) 

• growth of statistical errors at large Euclidean times  
➠ statistical noise reduction methods  
    include guidance from EFT 
➠ include two-pion channels into analysis

Lattice HVP: Introduction

!34
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Noise Reduction Methods

!35

• Start with spectral decomposition:  
  

✦  obtain low-lying finite-volume spectrum (! ) in dedicated 
study using additional operators that couple to two-pion states 

✦use to reconstruct !  
✦ can be used to improve  

bounding method:  
  

!  

use !  in upper bound  

En, An

G(t > tc)

G(t) → G(t) −
N

∑
n=0

A2
n e−Ent

EN+1

G(t) =
1

3

X

i,x

hji(x, t) ji(0, 0)i
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G(t) =
∞

∑
n=0

A2
n e−Ent

Correlation Function Reconstruction - 48I

PRELIMINARY PRELIMINARY

GEVP results to reconstruct long-distance behavior of
local vector correlation function needed to compute connected HVP

Explicit reconstruction good estimate of correlation function at long-distance,
missing excited states at short-distance

More states =∆ better reconstruction, can replace C(t) at shorter distances

Aaron S. Meyer Section: Bounding Method and the Muon HVP 17/ 25

[A. Meyer @ 
Lattice 2019]

See also: 
A. Gerardin et al, PRD 2019

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.100.014510
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Target: < 0.5% total error 

light-quark connected contribution, ! : 
~90% of total, with 1-3% error 

``heavy” flavor contributions, ! , ! , ! :  
~8%, 2%, 0.05% of total ! , can be calculated with sufficient precision 

disc. contribution:  
~2% of total ! , contributes ~0.3-1% error to !  

Isospinbreaking (QED + mu ≠ md ) corrections:  
~1% of total , contribute ~0.3-1% error 

aHLO
μ,ud

aHLO
μ,s aHLO

μ,c aHLO
μ,b

aHLO
μ

aHLO
μ aHLO

μ

aHLO
μ

Lattice HVP: Introduction

!36

[V. Gülpers, adapted 
for WP from talk  
@ Lattice 2019, 
arXiv:2001.11898]

11.6

0.30.1 2.9

3.4

light

strange
charm

disconnected

Isospin
Breaking

1

light

650.2

strange

53.2

14.6
13.7
7.2

light

strange
charm
disconnected

Isospin Breaking

1

contribution error

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.11898
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charm, strange connected ! : Comparisonaμ

!37

[plots prepared by K. Miura for WP]

 50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57
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 N
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2+

1+
1

aµ
HVP,LO (s) . 1010

 10  11  12  13  14  15  16

BMW-17
ETM-17
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PACS-19
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HPQCD-14
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N f
=2

   
   

N f
=2

+1
   

   
N f

=2
+1

+1

aµ
HVP,LO (c) . 1010

Lattice combination:  
use !  inflation 

 ➠ !

χ2

aHVP,LO
μ (s) = 53.2 (0.3) × 10−10

Lattice combination: 
use !  inflation 

 ➠ !

χ2

aHVP,LO
μ (c) = 14.6 (0.1) × 10−10
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Light-quark conn. & disc. ! : Comparisonaμ

!38

 !  , !mu = md mπ0 ≃ 135 MeV

 550  575  600  625  650  675  700
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[plots prepared by K. Miura for WP]

Lattice combination: 
assume FV errors 100% correlated 
include statistical, ! correlations (Aubin et 
al and FNAL-HPQCD-MILC) 
use !  inflation 

 ➠ !

a

χ2

aHVP,LO
μ (ud) = 650.2 (11.6) × 10−10

Lattice combination: 
assume FV errors 100% correlated 
use !  inflation 

 ➠ !

χ2

aHVP,LO
μ,disc = − 13.7 (2.9) × 10−10
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QED + Strong isospin breaking corrections

!39

• need to be considered together, since QED effects affect mass splittings, 
and QED !  and SIB !  effects are similar in size  

• start with QCD only + isospin (! ) with !  
• can obtain strong IB corrections from  

- looking at the difference between  !  and !  
  [Chakraborty et al, 2018 PRL]  

- perturbative expansion: 

(α) (md − mu)/Λ
mu = md mπ0 ≃ 135 MeV

md − mu ≠ 0 mu = md

Hadronic Vacuum Polarisation

Strong isospin corrections from the lattice

I use di↵erent up, down quark masses

I sea quark e↵ects:
! configurations with di↵erent up, down masses

I results [B. Chakraborty et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 120 152001 (2018)]

�aµ = 7.7(3.7) ⇥ 10�10 Nf = 2 + 1 + 1
�aµ = 9.0(2.3) ⇥ 10�10 Nf = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1

I perturbative expansion in �m = (mu � md)
[G.M. de Divitiis et al, JHEP 1204 (2012) 124]

hOimu 6=md
= hOimu=md

+ �m
@

@m
hOi

����
mu=md

+ O
�
�m2

�

S

sea quark e↵ects:

I ETMC [D. Giusti et al, arXiv:1901.10462]

�aµ = 6.0(2.3) ⇥ 10�10

I RBC/UKQCD [T. Blum, VG et al,

Phys.Rev.Lett. 121 (2018) no.2, 022003]

�aµ = 10.6(4.3)S ⇥ 10�10

+ work in progress
[C. Lehner, Mon 14:20]

Vera Gülpers (University of Edinburgh) Lattice 2019 June 21, 2019 17 / 28

V. Gülpers @ Lattice 2019
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Hadronic Vacuum Polarisation

QED corrections from the lattice

I Euclidean path integral including QED

hOi =
1

Z

Z
D[ , ]D[U]D[A] O e�SF[ , ,U,A] e�SG[U] e�S� [A]

I Finite Volume corrections for QED on the lattice
! 1/(m⇡L)3 for QED corrections to HVP in QEDL [N. Hermansson Truedsson, Mon 16:50]

[J. Bijnens et al, arXiv:1903.10591], [D.Giusti et al, JHEP 1710 (2017) 157]

! negligible for required precision

I perturbative expansion of the path integral in ↵ [RM123 Collaboration, Phys.Rev. D87, 114505 (2013)]

quark-connected

quark-disconnected

sea-quark e↵ects

Vera Gülpers (University of Edinburgh) Lattice 2019 June 21, 2019 18 / 28

V. Gülpers @ Lattice 2019

Hadronic Vacuum Polarisation

QED corrections from the lattice

I Euclidean path integral including QED

hOi =
1

Z

Z
D[ , ]D[U]D[A] O e�SF[ , ,U,A] e�SG[U] e�S� [A]

I Finite Volume corrections for QED on the lattice
! 1/(m⇡L)3 for QED corrections to HVP in QEDL [N. Hermansson Truedsson, Mon 16:50]

[J. Bijnens et al, arXiv:1903.10591], [D.Giusti et al, JHEP 1710 (2017) 157]

! negligible for required precision

I perturbative expansion of the path integral in ↵ [RM123 Collaboration, Phys.Rev. D87, 114505 (2013)]

quark-connected

quark-disconnected

sea-quark e↵ects

Vera Gülpers (University of Edinburgh) Lattice 2019 June 21, 2019 18 / 28

QED + Strong isospin breaking corrections
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QED + Strong isospin breaking corrections

Collaboration �aHVP, LO
µ ⇥ 1010 Comments

ETM-19 [12] 7.1 (2.9) SIB+QED, perturbative method:
QED = (V, S , S T ) in Fig. 42, SIB = M in Fig. 43.
M 3 scalar/pseudoscalar(PS) masses,
where PS is for keeping maximal twist.

RBC/UKQCD-18 [11, 399] 9.5 (10.2) SIB+QED, perturbative method:
QED = (V, S , F) in Fig. 42, SIB = M in Fig. 43.
F with no gluon between two quark-loops
belongs to NNLO and is excluded.

FHM-17 [9] 9.5 (4.5) Simulations with full-SIB for ud-conn:
md � mu , 0 while ↵ = 0.

BMW-17 [10] 7.8 (5.1) (SIB + QED) using ChPT and dispersion:
⇢–! mix., FSR, MISLim

⇡ ! M⇡± , ⇡0�, ⌘�.

CSSM/QCDSF/UKQCD . 1% ⇥ aHVP, LO
µ Simulations with Full-QED for ud-conn:

Preliminary [433] ↵ , 0 while md � mu = 0. M⇡ ⇠ 400 MeV.

Table 10: Summary of SIB and/or QED corrections: �aHVP, LO
µ . See Sec. 3.2.5 for further details.

Collaboration Nf ⇧ud
1 �⇧ud

2 ⇧tot
1 �⇧tot

2

ETM-18/19 [17, 373] 2+1+1 0.1642(33) 0.383(16) 0.1002(23) �
Aubin et al.-19 [16] 2+1+1 0.159(15)? � � �
FHM-19 [14] 2+1+1 0.16776(25)? 0.3760(115)? 0.1011(24) 0.2089(95)
BMW-16 [417] 2+1+1 0.1660(17)(30) 0.313(10)(13) 0.1000(10)(28) 0.181(6)(11)
HPQCD-16 [372] 2+1+1 0.1606(22)(14)? 0.362(7)(14)? 0.0984(14) 0.2070(89)

RBC/UKQCD-18 [11] 2+1 0.1713(46)(14) 0.352(37)(10) � �
Benayoun-16 [440] pheno. � � 0.09896(73) 0.20569(162)
Charles-18 [364] pheno. � � 0.10043(36) 0.20914(113)

Table 11: Up/down-contribution and total for ⇧1,2. The former correspond to the navy circles in Fig. 46 and include FV corrections. The light
components, ⇧ud

n , do not include SIB/QED corrections, but the total ⇧tot
n does. The results for HPQCD-16 [372], FHM-19 [14], and Aubin et

al.-19 [16] (annotated with ?) have been multiplied by a charge factor of (9/5) to convert them to the convention used by the other groups.

x0 range is chosen to remove contributions from the large Euclidean time region, which is sensitive to FV and two-
pion e↵ects and su↵ers from severe StN problems. In addition, the cut on the lower end of the x0 range is expected
to result in reduced discretization errors. This quantity can therefore be calculated with much better (statistical and
systematic) precision than the total aHVP, LO

µ , and hence is a powerful diagnostic tool for comparing di↵erent lattice
methods. Given the precision goals, careful studies of the remaining systematic e↵ects, in particular discretization
errors are certainly needed. Finally, as proposed in Ref. [11] and discussed in Sec. 3.1.4, one can also evaluate aW

µ

using experimental R-ratio data for a more detailed comparison between lattice and data-driven results. However,
until very recently, only two groups, RBC/UKQCD-18 [11] and Aubin et al.-19 [16], had used their lattice data to
evaluate the intermediate window aW

µ in the continuum and infinite-volume limits (see the left panel of Fig. 47). The
two panels in Fig. 47 show lattice results for aW

µ (ud), which is defined in isosymmetric QCD (without SIB and QED
corrections) specifically for the light-quark contributions. In order to compare the lattice results with an R-ratio derived
evaluation, the “R-ratio/lattice” point in Fig. 47 is constructed in Ref. [441] by first using the analysis in Ref. [3] to
evaluate the R-ratio window and then subtracting from it the contributions from the heavier flavors, the disconnected,
and the IB terms using the lattice results of Ref. [11]. The right panel of Fig. 47 shows, in addition to the published
RBC/UKQCD-18 and Aubin et al.-19 results, two new lattice results for aW

µ , BMW-20 [392] and LM-20 [442] (open
blue circles). Both appeared only very recently, and have therefore not yet been reviewed in depth in this paper. The

84

connected diagrams only

Collaboration �aHVP, LO
µ ⇥ 1010 Comments

ETM-19 [12] 7.1 (2.9) SIB+QED, perturbative method:
QED = (V, S , S T ) in Fig. 42, SIB = M in Fig. 43.
M 3 scalar/pseudoscalar(PS) masses,
where PS is for keeping maximal twist.

RBC/UKQCD-18 [11, 399] 9.5 (10.2) SIB+QED, perturbative method:
QED = (V, S , F) in Fig. 42, SIB = M in Fig. 43.
F with no gluon between two quark-loops
belongs to NNLO and is excluded.

FHM-17 [9] 9.5 (4.5) Simulations with full-SIB for ud-conn:
md � mu , 0 while ↵ = 0.

BMW-17 [10] 7.8 (5.1) (SIB + QED) using ChPT and dispersion:
⇢–! mix., FSR, MISLim

⇡ ! M⇡± , ⇡0�, ⌘�.

CSSM/QCDSF/UKQCD . 1% ⇥ aHVP, LO
µ Simulations with Full-QED for ud-conn:

Preliminary [433] ↵ , 0 while md � mu = 0. M⇡ ⇠ 400 MeV.

Table 10: Summary of SIB and/or QED corrections: �aHVP, LO
µ . See Sec. 3.2.5 for further details.

Collaboration Nf ⇧ud
1 �⇧ud

2 ⇧tot
1 �⇧tot

2

ETM-18/19 [17, 373] 2+1+1 0.1642(33) 0.383(16) 0.1002(23) �
Aubin et al.-19 [16] 2+1+1 0.159(15)? � � �
FHM-19 [14] 2+1+1 0.16776(25)? 0.3760(115)? 0.1011(24) 0.2089(95)
BMW-16 [417] 2+1+1 0.1660(17)(30) 0.313(10)(13) 0.1000(10)(28) 0.181(6)(11)
HPQCD-16 [372] 2+1+1 0.1606(22)(14)? 0.362(7)(14)? 0.0984(14) 0.2070(89)

RBC/UKQCD-18 [11] 2+1 0.1713(46)(14) 0.352(37)(10) � �
Benayoun-16 [440] pheno. � � 0.09896(73) 0.20569(162)
Charles-18 [364] pheno. � � 0.10043(36) 0.20914(113)

Table 11: Up/down-contribution and total for ⇧1,2. The former correspond to the navy circles in Fig. 46 and include FV corrections. The light
components, ⇧ud

n , do not include SIB/QED corrections, but the total ⇧tot
n does. The results for HPQCD-16 [372], FHM-19 [14], and Aubin et

al.-19 [16] (annotated with ?) have been multiplied by a charge factor of (9/5) to convert them to the convention used by the other groups.

x0 range is chosen to remove contributions from the large Euclidean time region, which is sensitive to FV and two-
pion e↵ects and su↵ers from severe StN problems. In addition, the cut on the lower end of the x0 range is expected
to result in reduced discretization errors. This quantity can therefore be calculated with much better (statistical and
systematic) precision than the total aHVP, LO

µ , and hence is a powerful diagnostic tool for comparing di↵erent lattice
methods. Given the precision goals, careful studies of the remaining systematic e↵ects, in particular discretization
errors are certainly needed. Finally, as proposed in Ref. [11] and discussed in Sec. 3.1.4, one can also evaluate aW

µ

using experimental R-ratio data for a more detailed comparison between lattice and data-driven results. However,
until very recently, only two groups, RBC/UKQCD-18 [11] and Aubin et al.-19 [16], had used their lattice data to
evaluate the intermediate window aW

µ in the continuum and infinite-volume limits (see the left panel of Fig. 47). The
two panels in Fig. 47 show lattice results for aW

µ (ud), which is defined in isosymmetric QCD (without SIB and QED
corrections) specifically for the light-quark contributions. In order to compare the lattice results with an R-ratio derived
evaluation, the “R-ratio/lattice” point in Fig. 47 is constructed in Ref. [441] by first using the analysis in Ref. [3] to
evaluate the R-ratio window and then subtracting from it the contributions from the heavier flavors, the disconnected,
and the IB terms using the lattice results of Ref. [11]. The right panel of Fig. 47 shows, in addition to the published
RBC/UKQCD-18 and Aubin et al.-19 results, two new lattice results for aW

µ , BMW-20 [392] and LM-20 [442] (open
blue circles). Both appeared only very recently, and have therefore not yet been reviewed in depth in this paper. The

84

connected QED + SIB diagrams 
+ leading disconnected QED diagram

Collaboration �aHVP, LO
µ ⇥ 1010 Comments

ETM-19 [12] 7.1 (2.9) SIB+QED, perturbative method:
QED = (V, S , S T ) in Fig. 42, SIB = M in Fig. 43.
M 3 scalar/pseudoscalar(PS) masses,
where PS is for keeping maximal twist.

RBC/UKQCD-18 [11, 399] 9.5 (10.2) SIB+QED, perturbative method:
QED = (V, S , F) in Fig. 42, SIB = M in Fig. 43.
F with no gluon between two quark-loops
belongs to NNLO and is excluded.

FHM-17 [9] 9.5 (4.5) Simulations with full-SIB for ud-conn:
md � mu , 0 while ↵ = 0.

BMW-17 [10] 7.8 (5.1) (SIB + QED) using ChPT and dispersion:
⇢–! mix., FSR, MISLim

⇡ ! M⇡± , ⇡0�, ⌘�.

CSSM/QCDSF/UKQCD . 1% ⇥ aHVP, LO
µ Simulations with Full-QED for ud-conn:

Preliminary [433] ↵ , 0 while md � mu = 0. M⇡ ⇠ 400 MeV.

Table 10: Summary of SIB and/or QED corrections: �aHVP, LO
µ . See Sec. 3.2.5 for further details.

Collaboration Nf ⇧ud
1 �⇧ud

2 ⇧tot
1 �⇧tot

2

ETM-18/19 [17, 373] 2+1+1 0.1642(33) 0.383(16) 0.1002(23) �
Aubin et al.-19 [16] 2+1+1 0.159(15)? � � �
FHM-19 [14] 2+1+1 0.16776(25)? 0.3760(115)? 0.1011(24) 0.2089(95)
BMW-16 [417] 2+1+1 0.1660(17)(30) 0.313(10)(13) 0.1000(10)(28) 0.181(6)(11)
HPQCD-16 [372] 2+1+1 0.1606(22)(14)? 0.362(7)(14)? 0.0984(14) 0.2070(89)

RBC/UKQCD-18 [11] 2+1 0.1713(46)(14) 0.352(37)(10) � �
Benayoun-16 [440] pheno. � � 0.09896(73) 0.20569(162)
Charles-18 [364] pheno. � � 0.10043(36) 0.20914(113)

Table 11: Up/down-contribution and total for ⇧1,2. The former correspond to the navy circles in Fig. 46 and include FV corrections. The light
components, ⇧ud

n , do not include SIB/QED corrections, but the total ⇧tot
n does. The results for HPQCD-16 [372], FHM-19 [14], and Aubin et

al.-19 [16] (annotated with ?) have been multiplied by a charge factor of (9/5) to convert them to the convention used by the other groups.

x0 range is chosen to remove contributions from the large Euclidean time region, which is sensitive to FV and two-
pion e↵ects and su↵ers from severe StN problems. In addition, the cut on the lower end of the x0 range is expected
to result in reduced discretization errors. This quantity can therefore be calculated with much better (statistical and
systematic) precision than the total aHVP, LO

µ , and hence is a powerful diagnostic tool for comparing di↵erent lattice
methods. Given the precision goals, careful studies of the remaining systematic e↵ects, in particular discretization
errors are certainly needed. Finally, as proposed in Ref. [11] and discussed in Sec. 3.1.4, one can also evaluate aW

µ

using experimental R-ratio data for a more detailed comparison between lattice and data-driven results. However,
until very recently, only two groups, RBC/UKQCD-18 [11] and Aubin et al.-19 [16], had used their lattice data to
evaluate the intermediate window aW

µ in the continuum and infinite-volume limits (see the left panel of Fig. 47). The
two panels in Fig. 47 show lattice results for aW

µ (ud), which is defined in isosymmetric QCD (without SIB and QED
corrections) specifically for the light-quark contributions. In order to compare the lattice results with an R-ratio derived
evaluation, the “R-ratio/lattice” point in Fig. 47 is constructed in Ref. [441] by first using the analysis in Ref. [3] to
evaluate the R-ratio window and then subtracting from it the contributions from the heavier flavors, the disconnected,
and the IB terms using the lattice results of Ref. [11]. The right panel of Fig. 47 shows, in addition to the published
RBC/UKQCD-18 and Aubin et al.-19 results, two new lattice results for aW

µ , BMW-20 [392] and LM-20 [442] (open
blue circles). Both appeared only very recently, and have therefore not yet been reviewed in depth in this paper. The

84

  pheno (non-lattice) estimate

Lattice combination: Combine ETM-19 and RBC/UKQCD-18 
            assuming 100% correlation 
            ➠ !  = 7.2 (3.4) !δaHVP,LO

μ × 10−10
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Complete ! : ComparisonaHVP,LO
μ

!42

• The errors in (all but one of 
the) lattice QCD results are 
still large 

• All results include 
contributions from 
connected !  + 
disconnected, QED + strong 
isospin breaking, and finite 
volume corrections.  
  

• Lattice combination:  
included results shown with 
filled circles

ud, s, c, b

adapted from [T. Aoyama et al, arXiv:2006.04822]

 600  650  700  750

No New PhysicsNo New Physics

LM 2020
BMW 2020
ETM 2018/19
Mainz/CLS 2019
FNAL-HPQCD-MILC 2019
PACS 2019
RBC/UKQCD 2018
BMW 2017
Mainz/CLS 2017
HPQCD 2016
ETM 2013

KNT 2019
DHMZ 2019
BDJ 2019
Jegerlehner 2018

RBC/UKQCD 2018

aµ
HVP,LO . 1010

LQCD
Pheno.

Pheno+LQCD

aHVP,LO
μ = aHVP,LO

μ (ud) + aHVP,LO
μ (s) + aHVP,LO

μ (c) + aHVP,LO
μdisc + δaHVP,LO

μ = 711.6 (18.4) × 10−10

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:2006.04822
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A hybrid method: Euclidean windows

!43

Hybrid method: combine LQCD with R-ratio data  

• Convert R-ratio data to Euclidean correlation function (via the dispersive 
integral) and compare with lattice results for windows in Euclidean time  

• intermediate window:  
expect reduced FV effects  and discretization errors

Direct LQCD calculations of HVP are still less precise than dispersive methods. 
How does this translate to the time-like region?

Supplementary Information – S1

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

In this section we expand on a selection of technical de-
tails and add results to facilitate cross-checks of di�erent
calculations of aHVP LO

µ .

Continuum limit: The continuum limit of a selec-
tion of light-quark window contributions aW

µ is shown in
Fig. 8. We note that the results on the coarse lattice di�er
from the continuum limit only at the level of a few per-
cent. We attribute this mild continuum limit to the fa-
vorable properties of the domain-wall discretization used
in this work. This is in contrast to a rather steep contin-
uum extrapolation that occurs using staggered quarks as
seen, e.g., in Ref. [42].

The mild continuum limit for light quark contribu-
tions is consistent with a naive power-counting estimate
of (a�)2 = 0.05 with � = 400 MeV and suggests that
remaining discretization errors may be small. Since we
find such a mild behavior not just for a single quantity
but for all studied values of aW

µ with t0 ranging from 0.3
fm to 0.5 fm and t1 ranging from 0.3 fm to 2.6 fm, we
suggest that it is rather unlikely that the mild behav-
ior is result of an accidental cancellation of higher-order
terms in an expansion in a2. This lends support to our
quoted discretization error based on an O(a4) estimate.
In future work, this will be subject to further scrutiny by
adding a data-point at an additional lattice spacing.

Energy re-weighting: The top panel of Fig. 9 shows
the weighted correlator wtC(t) for the full aµ as well as
short-distance and long-distance projections aSD

µ and aLD
µ

for t0 = 0.4 fm and t1 = 1.5 fm. The bottom panel of
Fig. 9 shows the corresponding contributions to aµ sep-
arated by energy scale

p
s. We notice that, as expected,

aSD
µ has reduced contributions from low-energy scales and

aLD
µ has reduced contributions from high-energy scales.

In the limit of projection to su�ciently long distances, we
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may attempt to contrast the R-ratio data directly with
an exclusive study of the low-lying ⇡⇡ states in the lattice
calculation. This is left to future work.

Statistics of light-quark contribution: We use an
improved statistical estimator including a full low-mode
average for the light-quark connected contribution in the
isospin symmetric limit as discussed in the main text.
For this estimator, we find that we are able to saturate
the statistical fluctuations to the gauge noise for 50 point
sources per configuration. For the 48I ensemble we mea-
sure on 127 gauge configurations and for the 64I ensem-
ble we measure on 160 gauge configurations. Our result
is therefore obtained from a total of approximately 14k
domain-wall fermion propagator calculations.

Results for other values of t0 and t1: In Tabs. S I-
S VII we provide results for di�erent choices of window
parameters t0 and t1. We believe that this additional
data may facilitate cross-checks between di�erent lattice
collaborations in particular also with regard to the up
and down quark connected contribution in the isospin
limit.
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an exclusive study of the low-lying ⇡⇡ states in the lattice
calculation. This is left to future work.

Statistics of light-quark contribution: We use an
improved statistical estimator including a full low-mode
average for the light-quark connected contribution in the
isospin symmetric limit as discussed in the main text.
For this estimator, we find that we are able to saturate
the statistical fluctuations to the gauge noise for 50 point
sources per configuration. For the 48I ensemble we mea-
sure on 127 gauge configurations and for the 64I ensem-
ble we measure on 160 gauge configurations. Our result
is therefore obtained from a total of approximately 14k
domain-wall fermion propagator calculations.

Results for other values of t0 and t1: In Tabs. S I-
S VII we provide results for di�erent choices of window
parameters t0 and t1. We believe that this additional
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μ-e  elastic scattering to measure   
  

M. Passera @ HVP KEK 2018 [A. Abbiendi et al, arXiv:1609.08987, EPJC 2017] 

!44

aHVP

µ

M. Passera    KEK   Feb 12 2018 4

New space-like proposal for HLO

Δαhad(t) is the hadronic contribution to the running of  α in the 
space-like region. It can be extracted from scattering data! 

  At present, the leading hadronic contribution aμHLO is computed  
    via the time-like formula:

aHLO
µ =

1

4⇡3

Z 1

4m2
⇡

dsK(s)�0
had(s)

K(s) =

Z 1

0
dx

x2 (1� x)

x2 + (1� x)
�
s/m2

µ

�

  Alternatively, exchanging the x and s integrations in aμHLO

aHLO
µ =

↵

⇡

Z 1

0
dx (1� x)�↵had[t(x)]

t(x) =
x2m2

µ

x� 1
< 0

Hadronst

M. Passera    KEK   Feb 12 2018 7

Muon-electron scattering

Abbiendi, Carloni Calame, Marconi, Matteuzzi, Montagna,  

Nicrosini, MP, Piccinini, Tenchini, Trentadue, Venanzoni 

EPJC 2017 - arXiv:1609.08987 

e e

Hadronst

M. Passera    KEK   Feb 12 2018 19

μe

• use CERN M2 muon beam (150 GeV) 
• Physics beyond colliders program @ CERN 
• LOI June 2019 
• Jan 2020: SPSC recommends pilot run in 2021 
• goal: run with full apparatus in 2023-2024

Hadronic vacuum polarization

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1609.08987
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2677471/files/SPSC-I-252.pdf
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μ-e  elastic scattering to measure  
  

C. Carloni @ g-2 INT workshop [A. Abbiendi et al, arXiv:1609.08987, EPJC 2017]

aHVP

µ

• requires calculations of radiative corrections [M. Fael @ g-2 INT workshop] 
• complement region not accessible to experiment with LQCD calculation  

[M. Marinkovic @ g-2 INT workshop]

From time-like to space-like evaluation of a
HLO
µ
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Smooth function
7! Time-like: combination of many experimental data sets,

control of RCs better than O(1%) on hadronic channels required.
7! Space-like: in principle, one single experiment,

it’s a one-loop e�ect, very high accuracy needed.
C.M. Carloni Calame (INFN, Pavia) MUonE 4 / 34

MUonE range

Hadronic vacuum polarization

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1609.08987
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!   elastic scattering to measureμ − e aHVP

µ

Hybrid method Phys. Rev. D 90, 074508 (2014),
[Golterman,Maltman,Peris]

• Low momentum region

➡ Experiment (NLO, 

NNLO, radiative 

corrections … )

• Vary low and high Q2 cut

strategy proposed for the hybrid determination 
of the total HVP (u+d+s+c+b)

➡ continuum limit:   a—> 0
➡ infinite volume limit: V—> ∞
➡ physical quark masses
➡ isospin breaking corrections (mu≠md and αem≠0)

M. Marinkovic @ HVP KEK 2018:

• complement region 
not accessible to 
experiment with 
LQCD calculation

Hadronic vacuum polarization

Hybrid method Phys. Rev. D 90, 074508 (2014),
[Golterman,Maltman,Peris]

• Low momentum region

➡ Experiment (NLO, 

NNLO, radiative 

corrections … )

• Vary low and high Q2 cut

strategy proposed for the hybrid determination 
of the total HVP (u+d+s+c+b)

➡ continuum limit:   a—> 0
➡ infinite volume limit: V—> ∞
➡ physical quark masses
➡ isospin breaking corrections (mu≠md and αem≠0)

Hadronic contributions to (g-2)μ, INT, Seattle, USA                                                             September 9 - 13, 2019

HVP: Intermediate-Q2 range integration   [MKM & N. Cardoso ’18]

�13

➡ I1 on CLS ensembles with Nf=2 O(a) improved Wilson fermions (A5,E5,F6,G8,N6,O7)

➡ mπ≈180-440MeV, continuum extrapolation (0.05-0.09fm), chiral extrapolation to mπ,phys

➡ Partially quenched: s, c    (κs,κc taken from [CLS/Mainz, JHEP 1710 (2017)])  

➡ Neglecting isospin breaking effects (mu≠md and αem≠0)

➡ mπL ≥ 4, long-distance effects effects in I1 not yet explored explicitly                                      

ahad,LO

µ
=

↵

⇡

Z 0.93...

0
dx(1� x)�↵had[Q

2(x)] +
⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z

Q
2
max

0.14
dQ2f(Q2)⇥ ⇧̂(Q2)+

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z 1

Q2
max

dQ2f(Q2)⇥ ⇧̂pert.(Q
2)

| {z }| {z }

I0

| {z }

I1 I2

First lattice results for !  [Marinkovic & Cardosso, arXiv:1910.06467]  
and  !   [D. Giusti @ Lattice 2019, arXiv:1910.03874] 

I1
I1 + I2

M. Passera    KEK   Feb 12 2018 19

μe

L 

a 

x 
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Hadronic light-by-light: 
  

Target: ≲ 10% total error 

previous estimate “Glasgow consensus” based on models of QCD 
used to evaluate individual contributions to HLbL scattering tensor 
theory error not well determined and not improvable

Hadronic Light-by-light

!47

µ−(p) µ−(p′)

↓ k = p′ − p

=

π0, η, η′

+ . . .+

π+

+ . . .+
Exchanges of

other resonances

(f0, a1, f2, . . .)

+

q

+ . . .
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Hadronic light-by-light: 
  

Target: ≲ 10% total error 

Hadronic Light-by-light

!48

µ−(p) µ−(p′)

↓ k = p′ − p

=

π0, η, η′

+ . . .+

π+

+ . . .+
Exchanges of

other resonances

(f0, a1, f2, . . .)

+

q

+ . . .

Dispersive approach: 
[Colangelo at al, 2014; Pauk & Vanderhaegen 2014; …]   

model independent 
significantly more complicated than for HVP 

provides a framework for data-driven evaluations 
can also use lattice results as inputs 
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[talk by A. Kupsc @ INT g-2 workshop] 

Active experimental programs by BESIII, Belle, BaBar, KLOE-2, PrimEx, 
JLAB, CMD, SND, …

Hadronic Light-by-light: dispersive

issue experimental input [I] or cross-checks [C]

axials, tensors, higher pseudoscalars �(⇤)�⇤ ! 3⇡, 4⇡, KK̄⇡, ⌘⇡⇡, ⌘0⇡⇡ [I]
missing states inclusive �(⇤)�⇤ ! hadrons at 1–3 GeV [I]
dispersive analysis of ⌘(0) TFFs e+e� ! ⌘⇡+⇡� [I]

⌘0 ! ⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� [I]
⌘0 ! ⇡+⇡�e+e� [I]
�⇡� ! ⇡�⌘ [C]

dispersive analysis of ⇡0 TFF �⇡! ⇡⇡ [I]
high accuracy Dalitz plot !! ⇡+⇡�⇡0 [C]
e+e� ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0 [C]
!, �! ⇡0l+l� [C]

pseudoscalar TFF �(⇤)�⇤ ! ⇡0, ⌘, ⌘0 at arbitrary virtualities [I,C]
pion, kaon, ⇡⌘ loops �(⇤)�⇤ ! ⇡⇡, KK̄, ⇡⌘ at arbitrary virtualities,

(including scalars and tensors) partial waves [I,C]

Table 14: Priorities for new experimental input and cross-checks.

analogous measurement of the K0
s K0

s system allowed for the first time for equivalent investigations of the TFF of the
f 02(1525).

4.3.3. Other relevant measurements
Anticipating the combined estimate in Sec. 4.9, we discuss here which other, future, measurements will be partic-

ularly useful to improve on the data-driven determination of the HLbL contribution.
Apart from the uncertainty originating from the short-distance regime, the largest individual error is currently

attributed to the axial-vector contributions; beyond that, also scalars and tensors above 1 GeV come with a very
large relative uncertainty and the role of excited pseudoscalar states has been stressed recently in the context of
short-distance constraints [24, 553]. For the estimate of such contributions, data on three- or four-pion as well as
other multi-hadron final states (KK̄⇡, ⌘⇡⇡, ⌘0⇡⇡) are needed. In the past, mostly measurements of the two-photon
production using quasi-real photons were performed. In view of the Landau–Yang theorem [554, 555] that forbids
the coupling of axial vectors to two real photons, new measurements should go beyond that restriction. Studies on the
four-pion final states involving a single virtuality focused on double vector-meson production [556–559].

An experimentally challenging task will be a measurement of the inclusive hadron production cross section in
two-photon collisions at masses between 1 and 3 GeV. The inclusive mass spectra with one or both of the photons
o↵-shell will settle the issue of missing states in the calculations of aHLbL

µ , and may lead to an improved matching of
this intermediate region to quark-loop estimates that interpolate towards the short-distance limits.

Beyond these altogether rather poorly known contributions, there is a strong incentive to further improve upon the
dominant, large pieces. For a dispersive analysis of the singly- and doubly-virtual pseudoscalar TFFs, as discussed
in Sec. 4.4, additional, independent experimental information is needed. The data can be divided into necessary
input to the calculations that, together with theory uncertainties, will determine the accuracy of the predictions; and
experimental cross-checks.

For the dispersive description of the TFFs of ⌘ and ⌘0 (that has not been completed yet) [560], experimental
input to constrain the doubly-virtual behavior are of utmost importance. To this end, detailed di↵erential data on
e+e� ! ⌘⇡+⇡� will contribute to an improved understanding of the deviations of the doubly-virtual TFF from the
factorization hypothesis at intermediate energies. Similarly, di↵erential decay data on ⌘0 ! ⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� will allow
one to develop a double spectral function, and corresponding measurement of ⌘0 ! ⇡+⇡�e+e� will help complete the
dispersive framework for the ⌘(0) TFFs, although in either case the kinematic range is limited by the decay kinematics.
Finally, data on the Primako↵-type reaction �⇡� ! ⇡�⌘ would be very helpful to better constrain the high-energy
continuation of the dispersive input.

For the ⇡0 TFF [561], precision data on the e+e� ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0 cross section would be desirable to settle tensions
between the existing data. In addition to the cross section studies in the context of HVP, the analysis of !, �! ⇡+⇡�⇡0

decay dynamics provides a valuable cross-check of the dispersive formalism. For � ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0 precision data from
KLOE and CMD-2 can be used [52, 562] but until recently, surprisingly little information had been available on

107

Experimental input wish list: 
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[G. Colangelo @ INT g-2 workshop]

Hadronic Light-by-light: dispersive

Three independent results for the pion pole contribution: 

Intro HLbL to (g � 2)µ Exp. input Conclusions PS-pole 2⇡ Higher hadrons SDC Summary

Results above the bar

I Dispersive calculation of the pion TFF Hoferichter et al. (18)

a⇡0

µ = 63.0+2.7
�2.1 ⇥ 10�11

I Padé-Canterbury approximants Masjuan & Sanchez-Puertas (17)

a⇡0

µ = 63.6(2.7)⇥ 10�11

I Lattice Gérardin, Meyer, Nyffeler (19)

a⇡0

µ = 62.3(2.3)⇥ 10�11

µ−(p) µ−(p′)

↓ k = p′ − p

=

π0, η, η′

+ . . .+

π+
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Exchanges of

other resonances

(f0, a1, f2, . . .)

+

q

+ . . .
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Hadronic Light-by-light: dispersive

Intro HLbL to (g � 2)µ Exp. input Conclusions PS-pole 2⇡ Higher hadrons SDC Summary

PS-poles: conclusion

Dispersive (⇡0) + Canterbury (⌘, ⌘0):

a⇡0+⌘+⌘0
µ = 93.8+4.0

�3.6 ⇥ 10�11

Canterbury:
a⇡0+⌘+⌘0
µ = 94.3(5.3)⇥ 10�11

Outlook:

Dispersive evaluation of the ⌘, ⌘0 contributions will give two fully
independent evaluations ) better control over systematics

Intro HLbL to (g � 2)µ Exp. input Conclusions PS-pole 2⇡ Higher hadrons SDC Summary

PS-poles: conclusion

Dispersive (⇡0) + Canterbury (⌘, ⌘0):

a⇡0+⌘+⌘0
µ = 93.8+4.0

�3.6 ⇥ 10�11

Canterbury:
a⇡0+⌘+⌘0
µ = 94.3(5.3)⇥ 10�11

Outlook:

Dispersive evaluation of the ⌘, ⌘0 contributions will give two fully
independent evaluations ) better control over systematics

[G. Colangelo @ INT g-2 workshop]
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Hadronic Light-by-light: dispersive

G. Colangelo @ INT g-2 workshop

Intro HLbL to (g � 2)µ Exp. input Conclusions

Conclusions

I a lot of progress has happened in the last five years in the
dispersive approach to HLbL

I this talk: status of this chapter as of the end of May 2019:
for some contributions there has been a significant
reduction in the theory uncertainties

I more work is needed for higher scalars, tensors and axial
vectors as well as for the SDC

I this workshop: progress since last May

I this Friday ) where we will stand by end 2019
expect: ~20% uncertainty in !aHLbL

μ

Intro HLbL to (g � 2)µ Exp. input Conclusions PS-pole 2⇡ Higher hadrons SDC Summary

Summary of HLbL (as of May ’19, very preliminary!)

Contributions to 1011 · aHLbL

µ

I Pseudoscalar poles = 93.8+4.0
�3.6

I pion box (kaon box ⇠ �0.5) = �15.9(2)

I S-wave ⇡⇡ rescattering = �8(1)

I scalars and tensors with MR > 1 GeV ⇠ �2(3)

I axial vectors ⇠ 8(3)

I short-distance contribution ⇠ 10(10)

Central value: 85 ± XX
Uncertainties added in quadrature: XX = 12
Uncertainties added linearly: XX = 21

    = -1(3)

  


    = 6(6)

 


    = 15(10) 

 


    ~ 3(1)

Intro HLbL to (g � 2)µ Exp. input Conclusions

Conclusions

I a lot of progress has happened in the last five years in the
dispersive approach to HLbL

I this talk: status of this chapter as of the end of May 2019:
for some contributions there has been a significant
reduction in the theory uncertainties

I more work is needed for higher scalars, tensors and axial
vectors as well as for the SDC

I this workshop: progress since last May

I this Friday ) where we will stand by end 2019

charm, etc…
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Hadronic Light-by-light: dispersive

Comparison: 

Contribution PdRV(09) [471] N/JN(09) [472, 573] J(17) [27] Our estimate

⇡0, ⌘, ⌘0-poles 114(13) 99(16) 95.45(12.40) 93.8(4.0)
⇡,K-loops/boxes �19(19) �19(13) �20(5) �16.4(2)

S -wave ⇡⇡ rescattering �7(7) �7(2) �5.98(1.20) �8(1)

subtotal 88(24) 73(21) 69.5(13.4) 69.4(4.1)

scalars � � � �
� 1(3)tensors � � 1.1(1)

axial vectors 15(10) 22(5) 7.55(2.71) 6(6)
u, d, s-loops / short-distance � 21(3) 20(4) 15(10)

c-loop 2.3 � 2.3(2) 3(1)

total 105(26) 116(39) 100.4(28.2) 92(19)

Table 15: Comparison of two frequently used compilations for HLbL in units of 10�11 from 2009 and a recent update with our estimate. Legend:
PdRV = Prades, de Rafael, Vainshtein (“Glasgow consensus”); N/JN = Ny↵eler / Jegerlehner, Ny↵eler; J = Jegerlehner.

in Table 15.42 While the central values are all quite close to each other (the largest discrepancy is with the Glasgow
consensus, which, however, includes a large part of the short-distance contribution in the pseudoscalar poles) and all
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42To make a meaningful comparison, since the largest contribution among the scalars is due to the �/ f0(500), which is treated as a ⇡⇡ rescattering
e↵ect here, we have considered the contribution of the scalars of earlier evaluations in the line labeled “S -wave ⇡⇡ rescattering.” This is indeed
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Hadronic light-by-light: 
  

Target: ≲ 10% total error 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QCD + QEDL  (finite volume)  
[T. Blum et al, arXiv:1610.04603, 2016 PRL; arXiv:1911.08123)] 
QCD + QED (infinite volume & continuum)  
[Asmussen @ Lattice 2017; Asmussen et al, arXiv:1911.05573, Green et al, 
arXiv:PRL 2015; T. Blum et al, arXiv:1705.01067, 2017 PRD] 
dominant contribution from pion pole (transition form factors) 
[Gerardin et al, arXiv:1607.08174, 2016 PRD; Lattice 2017]
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Hadronic Light-by-light: lattice
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RBC/UKQCD [T. Blum et al, arXiv:1911.08123, PRL 2020]:  
First complete LQCD calculation of connected and leading disconnected 
contribution with continuum and finite volume extrapolation 

  
  

uses QCD + QEDL (finite volume) 
  

C. Lehner @ INT g-2 workshop:  
Cross checks between RBC/UKQCD and Mainz at unphysical pion mass  
  

QCD + QED (infinite volume): 
RBC/UKQCD:  
calculation in progress (can reuse QCD part from QCD+QEDL calculation) 
Mainz group: 
work in progress (Asmussen at al, arXiv:1911.05573, Asmussen @ Lattice 2017,…)

aHLbL

µ = 7.87 (3.06) (1.77)⇥ 10�10
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Contribution Section Equation Value ⇥1011 References

Experiment (E821) Eq. (8.13) 116 592 089(63) Ref. [1]

HVP LO (e+e�) Sec. 2.3.7 Eq. (2.33) 6931(40) Refs. [2–7]
HVP NLO (e+e�) Sec. 2.3.8 Eq. (2.34) �98.3(7) Ref. [7]
HVP NNLO (e+e�) Sec. 2.3.8 Eq. (2.35) 12.4(1) Ref. [8]
HVP LO (lattice, udsc) Sec. 3.5.1 Eq. (3.49) 7116(184) Refs. [9–17]
HLbL (phenomenology) Sec. 4.9.4 Eq. (4.92) 92(19) Refs. [18–30]
HLbL NLO (phenomenology) Sec. 4.8 Eq. (4.91) 2(1) Ref. [31]
HLbL (lattice, uds) Sec. 5.7 Eq. (5.49) 79(35) Ref. [32]
HLbL (phenomenology + lattice) Sec. 8 Eq. (8.10) 90(17) Refs. [18–30, 32]

QED Sec. 6.5 Eq. (6.30) 116 584 718.931(104) Refs. [33, 34]
Electroweak Sec. 7.4 Eq. (7.16) 153.6(1.0) Refs. [35, 36]
HVP (e+e�, LO + NLO + NNLO) Sec. 8 Eq. (8.5) 6845(40) Refs. [2–8]
HLbL (phenomenology + lattice + NLO) Sec. 8 Eq. (8.11) 92(18) Refs. [18–32]
Total SM Value Sec. 8 Eq. (8.12) 116 591 810(43) Refs. [2–8, 18–24, 31–36]
Di↵erence: �aµ := aexp

µ � aSM
µ Sec. 8 Eq. (8.14) 279(76)

Table 1: Summary of the contributions to aSM
µ . After the experimental number from E821, the first block gives the main results for the hadronic

contributions from Secs. 2 to 5 as well as the combined result for HLbL scattering from phenomenology and lattice QCD constructed in Sec. 8. The
second block summarizes the quantities entering our recommended SM value, in particular, the total HVP contribution, evaluated from e+e� data,
and the total HLbL number. The construction of the total HVP and HLbL contributions takes into account correlations among the terms at di↵erent
orders, and the final rounding includes subleading digits at intermediate stages. The HVP evaluation is mainly based on the experimental Refs. [37–
89]. In addition, the HLbL evaluation uses experimental input from Refs. [90–109]. The lattice QCD calculation of the HLbL contribution builds on
crucial methodological advances from Refs. [110–116]. Finally, the QED value uses the fine-structure constant obtained from atom-interferometry
measurements of the Cs atom [117].

0. Executive Summary

The current tension between the experimental and the theoretical values of the muon magnetic anomaly, aµ ⌘
(g � 2)µ/2, has generated significant interest in the particle physics community because it might arise from e↵ects
of as yet undiscovered particles contributing through virtual loops. The final result from the Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) experiment E821, published in 2004, has a precision of 0.54 ppm. At that time, the Standard
Model (SM) theoretical value of aµ that employed the conventional e+e� dispersion relation to determine hadronic
vacuum polarization (HVP), had an uncertainty of 0.7 ppm, and aexp

µ di↵ered from aSM
µ by 2.7�. An independent

evaluation of HVP using hadronic ⌧ decays, also at 0.7 ppm precision, led to a 1.4� discrepancy. The situation was
interesting, but by no means convincing. Any enthusiasm for a new-physics interpretation was further tempered when
one considered the variety of hadronic models used to evaluate higher-order hadronic light-by-light (HLbL) diagrams,
the uncertainties of which were di�cult to assess. A comprehensive experimental e↵ort to produce dedicated, precise,
and extensive measurements of e+e� cross sections, coupled with the development of sophisticated data combination
methods, led to improved SM evaluations that determine a di↵erence between aexp

µ and aSM
µ of ⇡ 3–4�, albeit with

concerns over the reliability of the model-dependent HLbL estimates. On the theoretical side, there was a lot of activity
to develop new model-independent approaches, including dispersive methods for HLbL and lattice-QCD methods for
both HVP and HLbL. While not mature enough to inform the SM predictions until very recently, they held promise
for significant improvements to the reliability and precision of the SM estimates.

This more tantalizing discrepancy is not at the discovery threshold. Accordingly, two major initiatives are aimed
at resolving whether new physics is being revealed in the precision evaluation of the muon’s magnetic moment. The
first is to improve the experimental measurement of aexp

µ by a factor of 4. The Fermilab Muon g � 2 collaboration is
actively taking and analyzing data using proven, but modernized, techniques that largely adopt key features of magic-
momenta storage ring e↵orts at CERN and BNL. An alternative and novel approach is being designed for J-PARC. It
will feature an ultra-cold, low-momentum muon beam injected into a compact and highly uniform magnet. The goal
of the second e↵ort is to improve the theoretical SM evaluation to a level commensurate with the experimental goals.
To this end, a group was formed—the Muon g�2 Theory Initiative—to holistically evaluate all aspects of the SM and
to recommend a single value against which new experimental results should be compared. This White Paper (WP) is
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µ . After the experimental number from E821, the first block gives the main results for the hadronic

contributions from Secs. 2 to 5 as well as the combined result for HLbL scattering from phenomenology and lattice QCD constructed in Sec. 8. The
second block summarizes the quantities entering our recommended SM value, in particular, the total HVP contribution, evaluated from e+e� data,
and the total HLbL number. The construction of the total HVP and HLbL contributions takes into account correlations among the terms at di↵erent
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89]. In addition, the HLbL evaluation uses experimental input from Refs. [90–109]. The lattice QCD calculation of the HLbL contribution builds on
crucial methodological advances from Refs. [110–116]. Finally, the QED value uses the fine-structure constant obtained from atom-interferometry
measurements of the Cs atom [117].
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and extensive measurements of e+e� cross sections, coupled with the development of sophisticated data combination
methods, led to improved SM evaluations that determine a di↵erence between aexp
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µ of ⇡ 3–4�, albeit with

concerns over the reliability of the model-dependent HLbL estimates. On the theoretical side, there was a lot of activity
to develop new model-independent approaches, including dispersive methods for HLbL and lattice-QCD methods for
both HVP and HLbL. While not mature enough to inform the SM predictions until very recently, they held promise
for significant improvements to the reliability and precision of the SM estimates.

This more tantalizing discrepancy is not at the discovery threshold. Accordingly, two major initiatives are aimed
at resolving whether new physics is being revealed in the precision evaluation of the muon’s magnetic moment. The
first is to improve the experimental measurement of aexp

µ by a factor of 4. The Fermilab Muon g � 2 collaboration is
actively taking and analyzing data using proven, but modernized, techniques that largely adopt key features of magic-
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HVP NNLO (e+e�) Sec. 2.3.8 Eq. (2.35) 12.4(1) Ref. [8]
HVP LO (lattice, udsc) Sec. 3.5.1 Eq. (3.49) 7116(184) Refs. [9–17]
HLbL (phenomenology) Sec. 4.9.4 Eq. (4.92) 92(19) Refs. [18–30]
HLbL NLO (phenomenology) Sec. 4.8 Eq. (4.91) 2(1) Ref. [31]
HLbL (lattice, uds) Sec. 5.7 Eq. (5.49) 79(35) Ref. [32]
HLbL (phenomenology + lattice) Sec. 8 Eq. (8.10) 90(17) Refs. [18–30, 32]

QED Sec. 6.5 Eq. (6.30) 116 584 718.931(104) Refs. [33, 34]
Electroweak Sec. 7.4 Eq. (7.16) 153.6(1.0) Refs. [35, 36]
HVP (e+e�, LO + NLO + NNLO) Sec. 8 Eq. (8.5) 6845(40) Refs. [2–8]
HLbL (phenomenology + lattice + NLO) Sec. 8 Eq. (8.11) 92(18) Refs. [18–32]
Total SM Value Sec. 8 Eq. (8.12) 116 591 810(43) Refs. [2–8, 18–24, 31–36]
Di↵erence: �aµ := aexp

µ � aSM
µ Sec. 8 Eq. (8.14) 279(76)

Table 1: Summary of the contributions to aSM
µ . After the experimental number from E821, the first block gives the main results for the hadronic

contributions from Secs. 2 to 5 as well as the combined result for HLbL scattering from phenomenology and lattice QCD constructed in Sec. 8. The
second block summarizes the quantities entering our recommended SM value, in particular, the total HVP contribution, evaluated from e+e� data,
and the total HLbL number. The construction of the total HVP and HLbL contributions takes into account correlations among the terms at di↵erent
orders, and the final rounding includes subleading digits at intermediate stages. The HVP evaluation is mainly based on the experimental Refs. [37–
89]. In addition, the HLbL evaluation uses experimental input from Refs. [90–109]. The lattice QCD calculation of the HLbL contribution builds on
crucial methodological advances from Refs. [110–116]. Finally, the QED value uses the fine-structure constant obtained from atom-interferometry
measurements of the Cs atom [117].

0. Executive Summary

The current tension between the experimental and the theoretical values of the muon magnetic anomaly, aµ ⌘
(g � 2)µ/2, has generated significant interest in the particle physics community because it might arise from e↵ects
of as yet undiscovered particles contributing through virtual loops. The final result from the Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) experiment E821, published in 2004, has a precision of 0.54 ppm. At that time, the Standard
Model (SM) theoretical value of aµ that employed the conventional e+e� dispersion relation to determine hadronic
vacuum polarization (HVP), had an uncertainty of 0.7 ppm, and aexp

µ di↵ered from aSM
µ by 2.7�. An independent

evaluation of HVP using hadronic ⌧ decays, also at 0.7 ppm precision, led to a 1.4� discrepancy. The situation was
interesting, but by no means convincing. Any enthusiasm for a new-physics interpretation was further tempered when
one considered the variety of hadronic models used to evaluate higher-order hadronic light-by-light (HLbL) diagrams,
the uncertainties of which were di�cult to assess. A comprehensive experimental e↵ort to produce dedicated, precise,
and extensive measurements of e+e� cross sections, coupled with the development of sophisticated data combination
methods, led to improved SM evaluations that determine a di↵erence between aexp

µ and aSM
µ of ⇡ 3–4�, albeit with

concerns over the reliability of the model-dependent HLbL estimates. On the theoretical side, there was a lot of activity
to develop new model-independent approaches, including dispersive methods for HLbL and lattice-QCD methods for
both HVP and HLbL. While not mature enough to inform the SM predictions until very recently, they held promise
for significant improvements to the reliability and precision of the SM estimates.

This more tantalizing discrepancy is not at the discovery threshold. Accordingly, two major initiatives are aimed
at resolving whether new physics is being revealed in the precision evaluation of the muon’s magnetic moment. The
first is to improve the experimental measurement of aexp

µ by a factor of 4. The Fermilab Muon g � 2 collaboration is
actively taking and analyzing data using proven, but modernized, techniques that largely adopt key features of magic-
momenta storage ring e↵orts at CERN and BNL. An alternative and novel approach is being designed for J-PARC. It
will feature an ultra-cold, low-momentum muon beam injected into a compact and highly uniform magnet. The goal
of the second e↵ort is to improve the theoretical SM evaluation to a level commensurate with the experimental goals.
To this end, a group was formed—the Muon g�2 Theory Initiative—to holistically evaluate all aspects of the SM and
to recommend a single value against which new experimental results should be compared. This White Paper (WP) is
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Lepton moments summary

!58

Ongoing experimental programs for improved measurements of !  
[S. Guellati-Khelifa (Paris), Z. Pagel (Berkeley) @ INT workshop] 

α
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Harvard’08

1014 × ae 1011 × aμ 107 × aτ
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2 ⇠ 4⇥ 104

plot by Shaun Lahert

Sensitivity to heavy 
new physics:

aℓ(Exp) − aℓ(SM)
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almost all channels are now measured  
➠ remaining channels (estimated using isospin) contribute 
~0.02% 
Current tensions in experimental inputs for the !! channel limit 
precision on !  
New measurements with higher precision are expected from 
BaBar, Novosibirsk, Belle II,… experiments 
 For the White Paper:  
• SM prediction for !  from data driven evaluations using a 

conservative merging procedure  
[B. Malaescu @ INT g-2 workshop] 
➠ consolidation of the uncertainty  

ππ
aμ

aHVP,LO
μ

Summary: HVP
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Data driven methods
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Methods have been developed for complete calculations, 
including sub-leading contributions  
Current uncertainties are large (in all but one case)   
➠ ongoing calculations by several lattice groups will scrutinize the 
new BMW [2002.12347] result. 
no roadblocks towards reducing errors to < 1%, thanks to 
ensembles with light sea quarks at their physical masses  
➠ expect meaningful tests of data driven methods HVP 
further refinement possible from hybrid method combining the 
best of data driven & lattice for HVP 
In the White Paper: 
• combination of current lattice HVP results 

Summary: HVP

!60

Lattice QCD+QED
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lattice QCD+QED calculation of IB contributions to ! decays  
  [M. Bruno @ INT g-2 workshop, M. Bruno et al arXiv:1811.00508] 

MUonE: experimental measurement in space-like region 
•plans to start running in 2023  
•lattice inputs at intermediate !   
Lattice QCD+QED calculations of related quantities, ! , 
etc.. 
 [M. Cè @INT g-2 workshop, M. Cè et al, arXiv:1910.09525]  
 

τ

Q2

Δhadα(Q2)

Summary: HVP
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Connections

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1811.00508
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1910.09525
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~80% of contributions determined reliably (pion pole three ways)  
more theoretical and experimental work needed for scalars, 
tensors, axials, and short distance constraints  
➠ significant improvement in the reliability of HLbL uncertainty 
In the White Paper:  
• dispersive HLbL results have similar values compared to old 

“Glasgow” consensus 
➠ !  cannot “rescue” the SM 

• new SM prediction of !  using dispersive HLbL results  
➠ combined with lattice HLbL   

aHLbL
μ

aHLbL
μ

Summary: HLbL

!62

Dispersive methods
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first complete QCD+QED calculation, errors are large, but 
improvable  
cross checks between RBC/UKQCD and Mainz groups at 
unphysical quark mass ➠ meaningful tests of methods 
lattice QCD calculation of pion TFF, forward scattering amplitude 
by Mainz group  
Further refinement possible from hybrid methods, using long distance 
constraints + lattice QCD+QED 

For the White Paper:  

• lattice HLbL result is consistent with new dispersive HLbL results  
➠ !  cannot “rescue” the SM  
➠ combine disp and lattice HLbL for SM prediction  

aHLbL
μ

Summary: HLbL

!63

Lattice QCD+QED
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Outlook

 To make the most out of the Fermilab and J-PARC experiments, 
theoretical SM predictions must be improved to stay commensurate 
with experimental uncertainty.   
➠ Muon g-2 Theory Initiative accelerated progress  
     ongoing cross checks/tests and comparisons of different methods   

 plan to publish updated SM predictions ahead of each new major 
experimental update of !  

 improvements to SM evaluations from 

• better experimental inputs for data-driven HVP  

• more experimental measurements for disp HLbL evaluations 

• improved lattice QCD+QED calculations for HVP and HLbL

aμ
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Thank you!
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Thank you!
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First workshop

!68

70 registered participants, 28 talks, 6 discussion sessions (330 minutes)

http://www-conf.kek.jp/muonHVPws/index.html
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First workshop

!69

21 registered participants, 22 talks, 4 discussion sessions (160 minutes)

https://indico.phys.uconn.edu/event/1/
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71 registered participants, 4 days of talks and discussion sessions, 
and 1/2 day of white paper planning sessions

https://indico.him.uni-mainz.de/event/11/

Second Workshop of the
Muon g-2 Theory Initiative

Helmholtz-Institut Mainz
Staudinger-Weg 18 
55128 Mainz

Steering Committee of the  

Muon g-2Theory Initiative

Gilberto Colangelo (Bern)
Michel Davier (Orsay)
Simon Eidelman (Novosibirsk)
Aida El-Khadra (Illinois)
Christoph Lehner (BNL)
Tsutomu Mibe (KEK)
Andreas Nyffeler (Mainz)
Lee Roberts (Boston)
Thomas Teubner (Liverpool)

Local Organizing Committee

Achim Denig 
Fulya Mank (Conference Secretary)

Georg von Hippel (Scientific Secretary)
Harvey Meyer

Andreas Nyffeler
Marc Vanderhaeghen
Hartmut Wittig (Chair)

Contact
lattice.sec@uni-mainz.de
https://wwwth.kph.uni-mainz.de/g-2

18 - 22 June 2018 

18-22 June 2018
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Lepton g-2: SM contributions

!71

Standard Model prediction of ae

! Contributions to electron g−2 within the context of the standard model
consist of:

ae = ae(QED) + ae(Hadronic) + ae(Weak)

! QED contribution is further divided according to its lepton-mass
dependence through mass-ratio:

ae(QED) = A1!"#$
e,γ

+A2(me/mµ)! "# $
e,µ,γ

+A2(me/mτ )! "# $
e,τ,γ

+A3(me/mµ,me/mτ )! "# $
e,µ,τ,γ

! Each contribution is evaluated by perturbation theory:

Ai = A
(2)
i

%α
π

&
+ A

(4)
i

%α
π

&2

+ A
(6)
i

%α
π

&3

+ A
(8)
i

%α
π

&4

+ · · ·

These coefficients are calculated by using Feynman-diagram techniques.

# diagrams w/o fermion loop w/ fermion loop
2nd 1 1 0
4th 7 6 1
6th 72 50 22
8th 891 518 373
10th 12,672 6536 6318
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a` = a`(QED) + a`(hadronic) + a`(EW)

<latexit sha1_base64="trDo3hlt3DmRY/lYKJZFCSVU0Xc=">AAACMnicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyxCi1BmpKAboagF3bVgL9CWkslk2tBMMiQZoQx9Jjc+ieBCF4q49SFM21nY1gOBj/8/h5PzexGjSjvOm7Wyura+sZnZym7v7O7t2weHDSViiUkdCyZky0OKMMpJXVPNSCuSBIUeI01veDPxm49EKir4gx5FpBuiPqcBxUgbqWffo16HMAavYAr5pCNDWKvcjgvwbF4cIF8KTvGyU2mOCz075xSdacFlcFPIgbSqPful4wsch4RrzJBSbdeJdDdBUlPMyDjbiRWJEB6iPmkb5CgkqptMTx7DU6P4MBDSPK7hVP07kaBQqVHomc4Q6YFa9Cbif1471sFlN6E8ijXheLYoiBnUAk7ygz6VBGs2MoCwpOavEA+QRFiblLMmBHfx5GVonBfdUrFUK+XK12kcGXAMTkAeuOAClMEdqII6wOAJvIIP8Gk9W+/Wl/U9a12x0pkjMFfWzy+AAKdN</latexit>

T. Aoyama @ INT g-2 workshop: 
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Muon g−2: QED contribution
! aµ(QED) is known up to 10th order. Their values contributing to

mass-dependent terms are:

A2(mµ/me) A2(mµ/mτ ) A3(mµ/me,mµ/mτ )

4th 1.094 258 3093 (76) 0.000 078 076 (11) —

6th 22.868 379 98 (20) 0.000 360 671 (94) 0.000 527 738 (75)

8th 132.685 2 (60) 0.042 4941 (53) 0.062 722 (10)

10th 742.32 (86) −0.0656 (45) 2.011 (10)

Elend, PL20, 682 (1966); Samuel and Li, PRD44, 3935 (1991); Li, Mendel and Samuel, PRD47, 1723 (1993)

Laporta, Nuovo Cim. A106, 675 (1993); Laporta and Remiddi, PLB301, 440 (1993); Czarnecki and Skrzypek, PLB449, 354 (1999)

Laporta, PLB312, 495 (1993); Kinoshita and Nio, PRD70, 113001 (2004); Kurz, Liu, Marquard, Steinhauser, NPB879, 1 (2014)

Laporta, PLB328, 522 (1994); Kinoshita and Nio, PRD73, 053007 (2006)

TA, Hayakawa, Kinoshita, Nio, Watanabe, PRD78, 053005 (2008)

TA, Asano, Hayakawa, Kinoshita, Nio, Watanabe, PRD81, 053009 (2010)

TA, Hayakawa, Kinoshita, Nio, PRD78, 113006 (2008); 82, 113004 (2010); 83, 053002 (2011)

83, 053003 (2011); 84, 053003 (2011); 85, 033007 (2012); 85, 093013 (2012)

! Together with the mass-independent term A1, we obtain:

aµ(QED : α(Cs)) = 116 584 718.931 (7) (17) (6) (100) (23) [104]× 10−11

aµ(QED : α(ae)) = 116 584 718.842 (7) (17) (6) (100) (28) [106]× 10−11

(mass ratio)(8th)(10th)(12th)(α)[combined]

24/26

Muon g-2: QED contributions

T. Aoyama @ INT g-2 workshop: 
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Electron g-2: experiment vs theory

!73

Theoretical Prediction of ae

! We obtain the theoretical prediction of ae as

ae(theory: α(Rb)) = 1 159 652 182.037 (720)(11)(12)× 10−12

ae(theory: α(Cs)) = 1 159 652 181.606 (229)(11)(12)× 10−12

where uncertainties are due to fine-structure constant α, QED 10th order,
and hadronic contribution.

! The measurement of ae is

ae(expt.) = 1 159 652 180.73 (28)× 10−12

! The differences between theory and measurement are

ae(theory: α(Rb))− ae(expt.) = 1.31 (77)× 10−12 [1.7σ]

ae(theory: α(Cs))− ae(expt.) = 0.88 (36)× 10−12 [2.4σ]

21/26

T. Aoyama @ INT g-2 workshop: 
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Electron g-2: experiment vs theory

!74

Measures the strength of the electromagnetic interactionUnblinding Alpha (2018)

[4] R. Parker et. al 2018, Science 360, 6385

2.5σ tension

[Zachary Pagel (UC Berkeley) @ INT workshop
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• Calculate            in Lattice QCD: 
✦ Calculate           and evaluate the integral  

   

✦ Time-momentum representation:  
reorder the integrations and compute 
  

  

✦ Time-moments:  
     Taylor expand  
  

and compute Taylor coefficients from time moments:  

!75

Leading order HVP correction: aHV P

µ
=

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z 1

0
dq2 w(q2) ⇧̂(q2)

C(t) =
1

3

X

i,x

hji(x, t)ji(0, 0)i

aHV P

µ
=

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z 1

0
dt w̃(t)C(t)

C2n = a
X

t

t2nC(t)

⇧̂(q2) =
X

k

q2k⇧k

⇧̂(q2)

aHV P

µ

(Bernecker & Meyer, EPJ 12)

(Blum,PRL 03, Lautrup et al, 
71)

(Chakraborty et al, PRD 14)

Lattice HVP: Introduction
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Introduction Challenges and Progresses Discussion Summary and Conclusions

Objective in This Work

Hadron Vacuum Polarization (HVP):

⇧µ⌫(Q) =
R

d4x eiQx
hjµ(x)j⌫(0)i

= (QµQ⌫ � �µ⌫Q2)⇧(Q2) ,

jµ = 2
3 ū�µu �

1
3 d̄�µd �

1
3 s̄�µs + 2

3 c̄�µc + · · · .

Leading-Order(LO) HVP Contr. to Muon g-2:

aLO-HVP
µ = (↵/⇡)2 R1

0 dQ2 !(Q2/m2
µ)⇧̂(Q2) ,

⇧̂(Q2) = ⇧(Q2)� ⇧(0) .

HVP Time-Moments:

⇧̂(Q2) =
P

n=1 Q2n⇧n ,

⇧n = 1
n!

d
n⇧̂(Q2)
(dQ2)n

���
Q2!0

=
P

x

(�x̂
2
⌫ )n+1

(2n+2)! hjµ(x)jµ(0)i.

HAD
µ µ

�
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K. Miura, plenary talk  
@Lattice 2018

• Calculate  !  in Lattice QCD:  
  

✦ Calculate !  and evaluate the integral  
 
 
+ use Padé approximants to  
parameterize function at  
low q2. 
 [Aubin, Blum, Golterman,  
Peris, PRD12]   
 
  

 

 

aHLO
μ

Π̂(q2)

Methods

!76

Leading order HVP correction: aHLO
µ =

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z

dq2 !(q2) ⇧̂(q2)
<latexit sha1_base64="2aPbvL5en5z4B6S4OZtWtPapTYE=">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</latexit>

[Blum,PRL 03, Lautrup et al, 71]

⇧µ⌫(q) =

Z
d4x eiqxhjµ(x)j⌫(0)i
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Leading order HVP correction: 

• Calculate  !  in Lattice QCD:  
  

✦ Hybrid method  
[Blum, Golterman, Maltman, Peris, PRD14] 
 
 
  

 

 

aHLO
μ

aHLO
µ =

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z

dq2 !(q2) ⇧̂(q2)
<latexit sha1_base64="2aPbvL5en5z4B6S4OZtWtPapTYE=">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</latexit>
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‣ in low-q2 region use Padé or 
conformal polynomials, …  
(or MUonE results) 

‣ in intermediate q2 region 
integrate lattice data  

‣match to PT in high-q2 region

https://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevD.90.074508
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Noise Reduction Methods

!78

• Start with spectral decomposition:  
  

✦  bounding method: [Borsanyi et al, PRL 2018, Blum et al,  PRL 2018] 
for ! :  t > tc

G(t) =
1

3

X

i,x

hji(x, t) ji(0, 0)i
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[C. Aubin et al,  
arXiv:1905.09307]

G(t) =
∞

∑
n=0

A2
n e−Ent

0 ≤ G(tc) e−Etc(t−tc) ≤ G(t) ≤ G(tc) e−E0(t−tc)
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FIG. 3: Bounding method for total contribution to the muon anomaly, using the weighting function

w. 483 (top), 643 (middle), and 963 (bottom) ensembles. T/a is the time slice where C(t) switches

over from the calculated value to the analytic value giving the upper or lower bound.
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! : effective mass of !  at !  

! : ground state energy   
 
replace !  with upper 
and lower bound, vary !  

Etc G tc
E0

G(t > tc)
tc

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.121.022002
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.121.022003
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1905.09307
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Noise Reduction Methods

!79

• Start with spectral decomposition:  
✦fit method: 

  

•

G(t) =
1

3

X

i,x

hji(x, t) ji(0, 0)i
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G(t) =
∞

∑
n=0

A2
n e−Ent

-perform multi-exponential fits to 
!  in range !   
- replace !  with fit for 
!  

-tests of fit method using high 
statistics data and EFT guidance 

-consistent with bounding method 

-contributions from two-pion states 
to reconstruct G(t) at large t:  
in progress  [S. Lahert, UIUC student]
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[Davies et al,  
arXiv:1902.04223]

[Chakraborty et al, PRD 2017]

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1902.04223
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.96.034516
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Noise Reduction Methods

!80

• Start with spectral decomposition:  
  

✦ include resonant two-pion states into representation of 
correlation function  

G(t) =
1

3

X

i,x

hji(x, t) ji(0, 0)i
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G(t) =
∞

∑
n=0

A2
n e−Ent

[D. Giusti et al, PRD 2018]
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up to larger values of t, where the statistical uncertainties of the lattice correlator V
(ud)(t) do

not exceed ' 10% (i.e., t . 1.7÷ 2.0 fm).

The quality of the fits is illustrated in Figs. 5-6 in the case of few ETMC gauge ensembles
and it is nicely confirmed by the comparison, shown in Fig. 7, between the values of aHVP

µ
(ud),

evaluated using Eq. (8), and those corresponding to the analytic representation (26), namely
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FIG. 5: The vector correlator V (ud)(t) (in lattice units) in the case of the gauge ensemble A40.24
corresponding to a pion mass of ' 320 MeV versus the time distance t (in lattice units). The blue dotted
and the red dashed lines represent respectively the contributions of the dual correlator Vdual(t) and of the
two-pion correlator V⇡⇡(t). The green solid line is the sum of the two contributions. In the left panel a
logarithmic scale is used, while in the right panel the region of low values of t is better highlighted using
a linear scale. Errors are statistical only.
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FIG. 6: The same as in the left panel of Fig. 5, but in the case of the gauge ensembles B25.32 and
D15.48 corresponding to M⇡ ' 260 and ' 220 MeV, respectively. Errors are statistical only.
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• Start with spectral decomposition:  
  

✦  obtain low-lying finite-volume spectrum (! ) in dedicated 
study using additional operators that couple to two-pion states 

✦use to reconstruct !  
✦ can be used to improve  

bounding method:  
  

!  

use !  in upper bound  

En, An

G(t > tc)

G(t) → G(t) −
N

∑
n=0

A2
n e−Ent

EN+1

G(t) =
1

3

X

i,x

hji(x, t) ji(0, 0)i
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∑
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A2
n e−Ent

Bounding Method Results - 48I

PRELIMINARY

No bounding method: aHVP
µ = 646(38)

Bounding method tmax = 3.3 fm, no reconstruction: aHVP
µ = 631(16)

Bounding method tmax = 3.0 fm, 1 state reconstruction: aHVP
µ = 631(12)

Bounding method tmax = 2.9 fm, 2 state reconstruction: aHVP
µ = 633(10)

Bounding method tmax = 2.2 fm, 3 state reconstruction: aHVP
µ = 624.3(7.5)

Bounding method tmax = 1.8 fm, 4 state reconstruction: aHVP
µ = 625.0(5.4)

Bounding method gives factor of 2 improvement over no bounding method
Improving the bounding method increases gain to factor of 7, including systematics

Aaron S. Meyer Section: Bounding Method and the Muon HVP 23/ 25

[A. Meyer @ 
Lattice 2019]

with N = 4

See also: 
A. Gerardin et al, PRD 2019

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.100.014510
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Figure 4: (Left) Difference of ahvpµ (rcut) on the 1284, 644, and 643 × 128 lattices in the light
quark sector. The hopping parameters are the same on both lattices. The solid (dashed) curve
denotes the leading order of the ChPT prediction for the FV effect between (10.8 fm)3 and (5.4
fm)3 spatial volumes with mπ = 135 MeV on [L/a = 128, T/a = 128] lattice and 139 MeV on
[L/a = 64, T/a = 128] ([L/a = 64, T/a = 64]) lattice. (Right) Ratio of the FV effect between
the LQCD and ChPT estimates with the same symbol as left panel.
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Figure 5: Difference of ahvpµ (rcut) on 1284 and 644 lattices in strange quark sector.
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[Shintani & Kuramashi, 2019 PRD]

See also: 
A. Gerardin et al, PRD 2019, 

D. Giusti et al, PRD 2018,  

Della Morte et al, JHEP 2017 ,…

FV corrections appear to 
be larger than expected by  
NLO ChPT. 

• Finite Volume affects long-distance physics, driven by lightest states in 
the system: two-pion states (again) 

• expected size (based on NLO ChPT) ~2-3% on typical lattice volumes  
• hard to calculate precisely by brute force:

https://arxiv.org/ct?url=https://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.100.034517&v=62d32d64
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.100.014510
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.98.114504
https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP10(2017)020
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• Finite Volume affects long-distance physics, driven by lightest states in 
the system: two-pion states (again) 

• expected size (based on NLO ChPT) ~2-3% on typical lattice volumes  
• hard to calculate precisely by brute force: 
• use theory guidance:  

include resonant two-pion states [D. Giusti et al, PRD 2018] 28
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FIG. 19: Values of �FV Ea
HVP

µ (ud) (see Eq. (34)), evaluated in the continuum limit according to our
“dual + ⇡⇡” representation at the physical pion point (red circles) and at a larger pion mass equal to
M⇡ = 300 MeV (blue squares). The dotted line corresponds to the predictions of ChPT at NLO [50, 60].

At the physical pion point FVEs of the order of the muon anomaly (i.e., ' 5%) are expected
to occur for L ' 5.5 fm. In order to reach a finite volume correction of the order of ' 1% or less
a lattice size L larger than ' 8 fm is required.

Recently, in Ref. [76] the slope and the curvature of the leading HVP function at vanishing
photon virtuality have been determined on the lattice at the physical pion point and in the
continuum and infinite volume limits. These quantities are derivatives of the HVP function
evaluated at Q

2 = 0 and they can be easily related to time-moments of the vector correlator.
The separate contributions arising from the (connected) light, strange and charm quarks are
also provided in Ref. [76]. Thus, for a comparison with the predictions of our “dual + ⇡⇡”
representation of the vector correlator V (ud)(t) we consider the following time moments

⇧(ud)
n+1 ⌘ (�)n

(n+ 1)!

(2n+ 4)!

18

5

Z 1

0
dt t

2n+4
V

(ud)(t) (54)

with n = 0, 1, 2, .... The quantities ⇧(ud)
1 and ⇧(ud)

2 correspond respectively to the slope and
the curvature determined in Ref. [76]. There, it has been shown that the time distances that
need to be reached to reliably determine the slope and the curvature are above ⇠ 2 and ⇠ 4
fm, respectively. At the physical pion point and in the continuum and infinite volume limits the
predictions of our “dual + ⇡⇡” representation are

⇧(ud)
1 = 0.1642 (33) GeV�2

, ⇧(ud)
2 = �0.383 (16) GeV�4

, (55)

which can be compared with the results ⇧(ud)
1 = 0.1659 (33) GeV�2 and ⇧(ud)

2 = �0.311 (16)
GeV�2 from Ref. [76]. The agreement is quite good in the case of the slope, while our curvature
is (in absolute value) larger than the corresponding result of Ref. [76] by ' 20%. We note that in
Ref. [76] FVEs are estimated using ChPT at NLO and, therefore, the di↵erence with our result
is likely to be ascribed to the treatment of FVEs.

In the case of the higher moments ⇧(ud)
3 and ⇧(ud)

4 our results are

⇧(ud)
3 = 1.394 (65) GeV�6

, ⇧(ud)
4 = �7.60 (28) GeV�8

. (56)

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.98.114504
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• Finite Volume affects long-distance physics, driven by lightest states in 
the system: two-pion states (again) 

• expected size (based on NLO ChPT) ~2-3% on typical lattice volumes  
• hard to calculate precisely by brute force: 
• use theory guidance:  

include resonant two-pion states [D. Giusti et al, PRD 2018], ChPT (NLO + 
NNLO) [Bijnens & Relefors, JHEP 2017, C. Aubin et al, arXiv:1905.09307, …], Gounaris-
Sakurai parameterization of timelike form factor [H. Meyer, 2011 PRL, …], 
modified chiral theory which includes !  interactions [Chakraborty et 

al, 1601.03071], Hamiltonian approach [Hansen & Patella, arXiv:1904.10010], … 
together with spectral  reconstruction (if possible) [A. Gerardin et al, PRD 2019, 
Lehner @ Lattice 2019,…] 

• staggered fermions:  
taste-breaking effects ➠ pion mass splittings (at finite lattice spacing)   
➠ affect FV corrections

ρ − γ − ππ

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.98.114504
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1905.09307
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.107.072002
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.100.014510

